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ABSTRACT 

COLLECTIVE AUTONOMY RESTRICTION: A THEORETICAL MODEL AND 

EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

SEPTEMBER 2023 

ADRIAN RIVERA-RODRIGUEZ, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 

Directed by: Dr. Nilanjana Dasgupta 

Collective autonomy refers to a group’s freedom to define and practice their own cultural 

and social identity without interference from other groups. According to the “threat and 

defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy restriction, group members are motivated to 

defend their collective autonomy from outside restriction. However, the psychological 

processes that influence advantaged vs. disadvantaged group members perceptions of 

collective autonomy, as well as the specific strategies they use to protect collective 

autonomy, have yet to be articulated. This dissertation presents three manuscripts that 

examine the social conditions and psychological processes that shape advantaged and 

disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy. The first manuscript 

(Chapter 2) is a theoretical review that articulates hypotheses about the social conditions 

(i.e., stability vs. instability of a social hierarchy and its perceived legitimacy) and 

psychological process (i.e., social identity strength, system beliefs, social comparisons, 

and intergroup threat) that shape advantaged and disadvantaged group members’ 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction and drive collective action. The second 



vii 

manuscript (Chapter 3) empirically tests whether social instability and hierarchy threat 

increases feelings of collective autonomy restriction among politically advantaged group 

members. Finally, the third manuscript (Chapter 4), empirically tests the external validity 

of the collective autonomy restriction literature by testing whether experiencing 

racial/ethnic collective autonomy shapes adolescents’ perceptions of their teachers as 

supportive of their intrinsic motivational needs within the classroom context. A summary 

of each manuscript, as well as their theoretical and practical implications for future 

research are discussed (Chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

All humans share a universal desire to feel in control of their behaviors, goals, and 

decisions (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Decades of research on self-determination has linked 

human motivation, affect, wellbeing, and action to individuals’ ability to fulfill their need 

for personal autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 2008). Extending this to the intergroup realm, 

recent research has demonstrated that people also have a psychological need for 

autonomy at a group level (Kachanoff, 2017). This relatively new idea, coined collective 

autonomy, describes a group’s desire to define and practice its own social identity 

without interference from other groups (Kachanoff, 2017; Kachanoff, Taylor, Caouette, 

Khullar, & Wohl, 2019; Kachanoff, Kteily, Khullar, Park, & Taylor, 2020). In turn, 

perceptions that one’s collective autonomy is restricted has been shown to negatively 

impact psychological wellbeing, influence outgroup attitudes, and motivate behaviors 

that seek to reaffirm one’s collective autonomy (Kachanoff et al., 2019, Kachanoff et al., 

2020). 

Concepts related to social hierarchy and group power are central to our 

understanding of whether and when individuals will feel that their collective autonomy is 

restricted (Kachanoff et al., 2022). According to the “threat and defense” hypothesis of 

collective autonomy (Kachanoff et al., 2022), societally disadvantaged groups are the 

most likely to experience collective autonomy restriction because they lack the power, 

resources, and social influence necessary to challenge structural factors that restrict them. 

By this account, advantaged group members should be less likely to experience collective 

autonomy restriction because of their group’s privileged access to power, resources, and 
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social influence. However, preliminary research indicates that some advantaged 

individuals perceive their collective autonomy to be restricted despite belonging to 

objectively advantaged social groups (Boorstein & Pulliam Bailey, 2017; Kachanoff et 

al., 2019).  

Most existing research on the “threat and defense” hypothesis focuses on 

disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy restriction and 

demonstrates significant evidence to support the hypothesis that societal inequality, 

which limits disadvantaged groups' access to power and social influence, is linked to 

perceived collective autonomy restriction among disadvantaged individuals (Kachanoff et 

al., 2020; Keltner, Gruenfeld & Anderson, 2003; Pratto, 2016; Pratto, Pearson, Lee & 

Saguy, 2008). Significantly less attention has been given to advantaged group members’ 

experiences of collective autonomy restriction. As a result, the social conditions that 

might lead advantaged individuals to feel that their collective autonomy is restricted 

despite their group’s access to power and social influence, remains an open question.  

Research on collective autonomy also tends to focus on the downstream 

consequences of collective autonomy restriction on beliefs, feelings, and behavior. For 

example, several experiments have shown that greater perceived collective autonomy 

restriction is associated with less feelings of personal autonomy, poorer psychological 

well-being, greater desire for group power, increased support for collective action, and 

hostile emotions towards outgroups that are perceived to be the agents of collective 

autonomy restriction (Kachanoff et al., 2019; Kachanoff et al., 2021; Kachanoff et al., 

2020). Significantly less empirical research has articulated psychological processes and 
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individual differences that determine whether and when a person will feel that their 

collective autonomy is being restricted. 

Finally, much of the collective autonomy literature involves cross-sectional 

laboratory experiments that examine the impact of collective autonomy restriction on 

motivation and behavior. Much more research is needed to examine how perceived 

collective autonomy restriction shapes motivation and behavior outside the laboratory 

and assess the extent to which laboratory analogs replicate in social contexts in the real 

world.   

My dissertation comprises three manuscripts that aim to address these above-

mentioned gaps in the collective autonomy literature. The first manuscript (Chapter 2) is 

a theoretical review that articulates hypotheses about the social conditions (i.e., stability 

vs. instability of social hierarchy and its perceived legitimacy) and psychological process 

(i.e., social identity strength, system beliefs, social comparisons, and intergroup threat) 

that shape advantaged and disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction and drive collective action. The second manuscript (Chapter 3) 

empirically tests whether social instability and hierarchy threat increases feelings of 

collective autonomy restriction among political group members in power, and whether 

feelings of the ingroup’s autonomy being hemmed contributed to the political 

polarization of COVID-19 over time. Finally, the third manuscript (Chapter 4), another 

empirical study, examines collective autonomy restriction in the context of racial identity 

among K-12 students, and how it impacts students’ perceptions of their teachers and 

academic achievement over time.  
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Overview of Three Papers 

This dissertation presents three separate manuscripts that investigate the following 

research questions: 

1) What are the societal conditions and psychological processes that shape 

advantaged and disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction and motivate the mobilization of social movements and 

counter-movements? 

2) Did political conservatives feel greater collective autonomy restriction during 

the COVID-19 pandemic than liberals? Did these feelings, in turn, motivate 

political polarization of COVID-19 and opposition to public health mandates? 

3) Are racial/ethnic minority high school students more likely to feel that their 

collective autonomy is restricted compared to their White peers? If so, what 

are the implications of experiencing collective autonomy restriction on their 

perceptions of teachers as supportive of their learning needs? What can 

teachers do to improve their relationships with students who feel that their 

racial/ethnic autonomy is restricted?  

The first manuscript (Chapter 2) is a theoretical review that addresses the first set 

of research questions. By integrating the “threat and defense hypothesis” of collective 

autonomy (Kachanoff et al., 2022) with psychological and sociological theories, I 

articulate hypotheses about key factors that are likely to influence feelings of collective 

autonomy restriction and motivate the mobilization of social movements and counter-

movements. I argue that the perception that the social hierarchy is impermeable and 

stable increases the feeling among disadvantaged individuals that their ingroup’s 
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collective autonomy is restricted, motivating the mobilization of social movements to 

challenge social hierarchies that restrict them. Conversely, the perception of hierarchy 

instability coupled with the threat of losing one’s privileged position within it increases 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction among advantaged individuals and 

motivates them to mobilize counter-movements that seek to defend the existing status 

quo. I unify these hypotheses in a theoretical cyclical model that illustrates how 

advantaged and disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy, 

hierarchy, and decisions to mobilize are influenced by one another. This manuscript is in 

revision at Personality and Social Psychology Review and is reproduced in this 

dissertation. 

The second manuscript (Chapter 3) addresses the second set of research questions 

mentioned above and empirically tests the hypothesis that social instability and threat of 

losing one’s political group advantage increases perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction among people whose political party is in power. Using data from a longitudinal 

study conducted during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, I examined 

whether intrinsic factors associated with political conservatism – such as sensitivity to 

hierarchy threat and the desire for social dominance – made Republicans (the political 

party in power at the time) more likely to feel that their collective autonomy was 

restricted. Furthermore, I conducted a mediational model to test whether perceptions of 

collective autonomy restriction made political conservatives more likely to believe that 

COVID-19 was being used as a political tool to weaken the Republican party, and 

whether these beliefs, in turn, motivated the rejection of COVID-19 health and safety 
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guidelines among conservatives. This manuscript is currently under peer review at 

Political Psychology and is reproduced in this dissertation. 

The third manuscript (Chapter 4) addresses the third set of research questions and 

examines collective autonomy restriction in the context of K-12 education. According to 

theories on intrinsic motivation, teachers promote students’ academic motivation and 

performance by supporting their intrinsic need to feel autonomous, competent, and 

socially connected in the classroom (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & 

Ryan, 1991; Ginsberg & Wlodkowski, 2019; Williams & Deci, 1996). Integrating 

intrinsic motivation theories with the collective autonomy restriction framework, Chapter 

4 examines whether feelings of collective autonomy restriction influence students’ 

perceptions of their teacher as supportive of their intrinsic motivational needs.  In testing 

this hypothesis, I first examined whether students of color (i.e., Black, Latinx, Asian, and 

multiracial) were more likely to experience collective autonomy restriction compared to 

their White peers. Then, I examined whether experiencing greater collective autonomy 

restriction mediated the link between students’ racial/ethnic identity and perceptions of 

teacher support. Finally, I examined whether positive past experiences with teachers and 

adults moderated the association between collective autonomy restriction and teacher 

support. This manuscript is currently under review at Frontiers in Education and is 

reproduced in this dissertation. 

Finally, a summary of each manuscript and their theoretical and practical 

implications for future research are discussed in Chapter 5.  Here, I argue that my thesis 

adds to existing literature in three ways. First, the model I propose in my theoretical 

review (Chapter 2) extends the “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy by 
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proposing distinct social conditions and psychological processes that influence 

experiences of collective autonomy and motivate the mobilization of social movements 

and counter-movements, differently for advantaged and disadvantages group members. I 

also identify specific strategies that social movements and counter-movements use to 

challenge vs. preserve social hierarchy respectively and argue that the effectiveness of 

these movements exacerbate perceptions of collective autonomy restriction depending on 

whether they challenge vs. support social hierarchy. I also point to directions for future 

research that might directly test how social contexts and psychological factors influence 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction as social movements and counter-

movements unfold in real time.  

Chapter 3 empirically tests the portion of my model laid out in Chapter 2 showing 

that social instability and hierarchy threat are important social conditions and 

psychological processes that drive feelings of collective autonomy restriction among 

advantaged group members. Specifically, I test whether social instability resulting from 

the COVID-19 pandemic (i.e., the social context) and political conservatives’ sensitivity 

to hierarchy threat (i.e., the psychological process) exacerbated feeling of collective 

autonomy restriction among Republicans who were in political power at the time of this 

study and motivated them to reject COVID-19 health and safety guidelines.  

Finally, Chapter 4 extends the external validity of the collective autonomy 

restriction literature by testing whether adolescents’ perceptions of racial/ethnic collective 

autonomy restriction influence perceptions of their teachers’ as supportive of their 

intrinsic motivational needs. Furthermore, in examining whether positive interactions 

with teachers in the past buffers the association between collective autonomy restriction 
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and perceptions of teacher support, Chapter 4 also highlights important factors that can 

inform future interventions that aim to protect vulnerable populations from the negative 

impacts of racial/ethnic collective autonomy restriction. 
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CHAPTER 2 

WHEN SOCIAL HIERARCHY, POWER, AND COLLECTIVE AUTONOMY 

MOTIVATE SOCIAL MOVEMENT AND COUNTER-MOVEMENT 

MOBILIZATION AMONG DISADVANTAGED AND ADVANTAGED GROUPS 

Abstract 

What happens when disadvantaged group members try to gain power in an 

attempt to protect their collective autonomy? The present integrative review outlines 

dynamic social processes through which efforts to restrict a group’s collective autonomy 

motivate social movement mobilization among disadvantaged groups to challenge social 

hierarchies that limit their power. This, in turn, threatens advantaged groups’ perceptions 

of their access to power and, by extension, their sense of collective autonomy, motivating 

them to reaffirm the existing social hierarchy by mobilizing counter-movements. We 

propose a theoretical model, called the Movement Mobilization Model of Collective 

Autonomy Restriction, to illustrate these dynamic processes by integrating sociological, 

psychological, and organizational science literatures. The model articulates the conditions 

under which social movements and counter-movements are activated, psychological 

processes that drive action, how they play off each other, and offer directions for future 

research. 
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Introduction 

All humans share a universal desire to feel in control of their behaviors, goals, and 

decisions (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Decades of research on self-determination has linked 

human motivation, affect, wellbeing, and action to individuals’ ability to fulfill their need 

for personal autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 2008). Extending this to the intergroup realm, 

recent research has demonstrated that people also have a psychological need for 

autonomy at a group level (Kachanoff, 2017). This relatively new idea, coined collective 

autonomy, describes a group’s desire to define and practice its own social identity without 

interference from other groups (Kachanoff, 2017; Kachanoff, Taylor, Caouette, Khullar, 

& Wohl, 2019; Kachanoff, Kteily, Khullar, Park, & Taylor, 2020).  

According to the “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy, the 

desire to defend collective autonomy motivates group members to either challenge or 

protect the social hierarchy depending on their group’s position within it (Kachanoff et 

al., 2022). For disadvantaged groups, less access to power, resources, and social influence 

leaves them vulnerable to policies, regulations, and social norms that sometimes restrict 

their ability to exercise their collective autonomy (Belsha, 2020; Kachanoff, 2017; 

Kachanoff, 2019; Kachanoff et al., 2020; Keltner, Gruenfeld & Anderson, 2003; Pratto, 

2016; Pratto, Pearson, Lee & Saguy, 2008). As a result, perceived collective autonomy 

restriction has been shown to motivate disadvantaged groups to challenge social 

hierarchies that disenfranchise them (Kachanoff, 2019; Kachanoff et al., 2022). In 

comparison, advantaged groups that possess greater power, resources, and status are less 

likely to experience restrictions to their collective autonomy. However, research indicates 

some advantaged group members may believe that their group’s collective autonomy is 
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restricted, despite their privileged position within the social hierarchy (Kachanoff et al., 

2019). For them, perceived collective autonomy restriction has been shown to motivate 

the preservation of social hierarchy because it affords them privileged access to power, 

resources and social influence that can be leveraged to protect it (Kachnanoff et al., 2019; 

Kachanoff et al., 2022).  

One way that disadvantaged groups can try and challenge social hierarchy is 

through social movement mobilization. Conversely, advantaged groups may seek to 

preserve social hierarchy through the mobilization of counter-movements. Thus the 

“threat and defense” hypothesis suggests that the desire to protect collective autonomy 

motivates the mobilization of social movements among disadvantaged groups, and 

counter-movements among advantaged groups (Kachanoff et al., 2019, Kachanoff et al., 

2022). However, the “threat and defense” hypothesis does not distinguish between 

societal antecedents under which disadvantaged and advantaged group members 

collective autonomy is at risk of being restricted. Furthermore, it does not articulate the 

specific psychological processes that influence perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction or drive group-based mobilization. The present review fills this gap by 

integrating the “threat and defense” hypothesis with psychological (i.e., social identity, 

relative deprivation, threat management, and intergroup threat) and sociological theories 

(i.e., hierarchy (in)stability, legitimacy, resource mobility, and network science) to 

identify conditions under which disadvantaged and advantaged group members 

experience collective autonomy restriction and participate in social movements or 

counter-movements. In doing so we hope to illustrate a cyclical process of social 

movement and counter-movement mobilization where advantaged and disadvantaged 
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group members’ perception of collective autonomy, hierarchy, and decisions to mobilize, 

are influenced by one another. We call this cyclical process model the Movement 

Mobilization Model of Collective Autonomy (MMCA, see Figure 1). 

The Movement Mobilization Model of Collective Autonomy 

The MMCA describes two separate but interrelated processes. The right half of 

the model describes the process through which hierarchy stability induces feelings of 

collective autonomy restriction among disadvantaged group members and motivates them 

to participate in social movements that that aim to challenge social hierarchy. The left 

half of the model outlines a process through which hierarchy instability induces feelings 

of collective autonomy restriction among advantaged group members and motivates them 

to participate in counter-movements that aim to preserve social hierarchy.  

As a starting point, our model assumes that social hierarchy is stable, resulting in 

the unequal distribution of power in favor of advantaged groups over disadvantaged 

groups. Consistent with the “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy 

restriction, the right half of the MMCA (Figure 1, (R) Panel) illustrates how social 

hierarchy and the unequal distribution of power renders disadvantaged groups vulnerable 

to collective autonomy restriction (Figure 1, Box 1). We review social identity and 

relative deprivation literatures to hypothesize that whether collective autonomy 

restriction motivates disadvantaged group members to challenge the social hierarchy by 

mobilizing social movements depends on their system beliefs (Figure 1, A Path). System 

beliefs (i.e., individual mobility vs. social change beliefs), in turn, influence whether 

disadvantaged individuals compare their personal autonomy to that of other individuals 

(i.e., individual deprivation; Figure 1, Box 2a), or adopt a collective orientation and 
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compare their ingroup’s collective autonomy to that of other groups (i.e., group 

deprivation; Figure 1, Box 2a). The next part of our model examines how disadvantaged 

group members manage dissatisfaction with individual deprivation vs. group deprivation. 

We hypothesize that while individual identity management strategies (e.g., individuation) 

help disadvantaged individuals manage dissatisfaction with their personal autonomy, they 

do little to challenge social hierarchies that cause group deprivation of collective 

autonomy (see Figure 1, Bi Path). However, group-based identity management strategies 

(e.g., realistic competition) can motivate the mobilization of social movements to 

improve the position of the disadvantaged group by challenging the social hierarchy that 

restricts them (Figure 1, Bii Path). We then integrate theory and data from movement 

mobilization and organizational behavior to articulate specific strategies that 

disadvantaged group-led social movements use to challenge social hierarchies. These 

strategies include establishing the movement’s legitimacy, mobilizing resources, and 

gaining centrality within societal networks (Figure 1, Box 3).  

The left half of the model (Figure 1, (L) Panel) assumes a context where social 

hierarchy has been made unstable by the effective mobilization of disadvantaged-group 

led social movements (see Figure 1, Box 4). We draw on privileged identity and threat 

management research to propose that hierarchy instability increases advantaged group 

members’ awareness of their ingroup privilege, inducing meritocratic and group image 

threats (Figure 1, D Paths). We hypothesize that the way in which advantaged group 

members manage these threats will influence whether their behavior is motivated by the 

desire to protect social hierarchy or not. Advantaged group members who acknowledge 

their privilege should be more likely to see social movements that challenge social 
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hierarchy as legitimate and, as a result, may seek to manage threat from ingroup privilege 

by becoming allies to the social movement (Figure 1, Ei Path). In contrast, advantaged 

group members who deny ingroup privilege (Figure 1, Eiii Path), or cognitively distance 

themselves from ingroup privilege (Figure 1, Eii Path), are more likely to view social 

movements that challenge social hierarchy as illegitimate and a threat to the ingroup’s 

collective autonomy. Perceived threat to collective autonomy, in turn, is likely to mobilize 

counter-movements to preserve the social hierarchy by delegitimizing social movements 

and capitalizing on institutional power (Figure 1, F Path). The extent to which counter-

movements are successful subsequently influence the stability (Figure 1, Gi Path), or 

instability of the social hierarchy (Figure 1, Gii Path). 

Figure 1. 

Movement Mobilization Model of Collective Autonomy (MMCA). 

Note. Box 1: Stable social hierarchy leaves disadvantaged groups vulnerable to collective 

autonomy restriction. Path A: System beliefs refers to whether disadvantaged group members 

believe that social stratification is permeable (individual mobility is possible), or impermeable 

(individual mobility is virtually impossible; social change is needed). Box 2a: Individuals who 
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endorse individual mobility beliefs are likely to see individual vs. group mobility as independent 

from one another, leading them to compare their personal autonomy to that of others. Box 2b: 

Individuals endorsing social change beliefs are likely to see individual and group mobility as 

linked, leading them to compare their ingroup autonomy to that of outgroups. Path Bi: Individual 

strategies manage unsatisfactory comparisons of personal autonomy to that of others but do little 

to challenge social hierarchy. Path Bii: Group-based strategies motivate the desire to challenge 

social hierarchy through social movement mobilization. Box 3: Strategies that social movements 

adopt to effectively empower disadvantaged groups and challenge social hierarchy include 

establishing movement legitimacy, mobilizing resources, and gaining centrality. Path Ci: Social 

movements that effectively establish legitimacy, mobilize resources, and gain centrality make the 

social hierarchy unstable. Path Cii: Social movements that fail to establish legitimacy, mobilize 

resources, and gain centrality struggle to challenge social hierarchy, which remains stable. Box 4: 

As social movements gain legitimacy in society advantaged group members’ privileges become 

increasing salient. Path D: Increased salience of privilege threatens advantaged group members 

sense of competence (meritocratic threat) or reputation (group-image threat). Box 5: Advantaged 

group members manage threats from privilege in one of three ways: 1) by acknowledging their 

privilege and supporting the dismantling of social hierarchies; 2) by cognitively distancing 

themselves from group-based privilege; 3) by denying privilege. Path Ei: advantaged group 

members who acknowledge their privilege may seek to rebuild their groups reputation by 

becoming allies to the disadvantaged group-led social movement, further contributing to 

hierarchy instability.  Path Eii & Path Eiii: advantaged group members who distance themselves 

from privilege or deny the existence of privilege are more likely to perceive social movements as 

illegitimate and are motivated to defend their ingroup’s collective autonomy. Path F:  Perceived 

threat to power and collective autonomy motivate advantaged group members to mobilize 

counter-movements. Box 7: Counter-movements seek to resist social change by delegitimizing 

social movements in the eyes of the public and leveraging institutional power to impede social 

mobilization. Path Gi: Counter-movements that successfully resist social movements make social 

hierarchy stable.  Path Gii: Failure to resist social change further destabilizes social hierarchy. 

 

Social Hierarchy and the Unequal Distribution of Power and Resources Leaves 

Disadvantaged Groups Vulnerable to Collective Autonomy Restriction 

As societies become complex, they create social order by developing a system to 

allocate tangible resources (e.g., food, land, water, sexual partners, etc.) and intangible 

resources (e.g., political representation, social influence, cultural capital, group-esteem, 

etc.) (Comas-Díaz & Greene, 1994; Halevy et al, 2011; Henrich & McElreath, 2003; 

Sapolsky, 2005; Schwalbe et al., 2000). The distribution of these resources is often 

guided by social hierarchy, such that higher status groups are afforded greater access to 

resources at the cost of lower status groups, which makes the former substantially more 

advantaged than the latter (Koski et al., 2015, Halevy et al., 2011; Henrich & McElreath, 
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2003; Sapolsky, 2005). Inequity in the distribution of resources creates inequity in power 

that allows advantaged groups to control disadvantaged groups by restricting their access 

to tangible and intangible resources (Anderson, Hildreth, & Howland, 2015).  

Restricting disadvantaged groups’ access to tangible resources ─ for example 

through geographic segregation that confines their members to poverty-stricken areas or 

restricting their access to education, nutritious food, and homeownership ─ negatively 

impact disadvantaged group members’ mental and physical health, social mobility, and 

quality of life (Feagin & Cobas 2015; Gee & Ford, 2011; Gee & Hicken, 2021; Gee & 

Ro, 2009; Martínez et al., 2021; Phelan & Link, 2015). Similarly, restricting 

disadvantaged group’s access to intangible resources ─ for example by pressuring 

underrepresented minorities to assimilate to the majority culture or by reinforcing 

negative stereotypes ─ harms disadvantaged group members feeling of self-worth and 

subjective wellbeing (Comas- Díaz & Greene, 1994; Schwalbe et al., 2000).  

The “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy restriction proposes 

that whether a group has collective autonomy depends on its position within the social 

hierarchy and access to tangible and intangible resources. Groups at the top of the 

hierarchy enjoy access to many tangible and intangible resources, which they use to 

protect their collective autonomy whereas groups at the bottom of the hierarchy have 

fewer resources, leaving them vulnerable to collective autonomy restriction (Belsha, 

2020; Kachanoff, 2017; Kachanoff, 2019; Kachanoff et al., 2020; Kachanoff et al., 2022). 

Given this hypothesis, one might expect that limited access to power and resources and 

resulting collective autonomy restriction would motivate all disadvantaged group 

members to challenge social hierarchies that constrain them and, by extension, engage in 
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collective action to challenge social hierarchy (Drury & Reicher, 2005; Reicher, 1996). 

However, the story is not that simple. 

Under What Conditions Do Disadvantaged Groups Engage in Social Movements? 

Decades of social psychological research indicates that disadvantaged group 

members’ decisions to engage in collective action depends on whether they see social 

hierarchy as permeable or impermeable (i.e., their system beliefs), and inequality as 

individual-based or group-based (van Stekelenbur & Bert, 2013; Van Zomeren, Postmes, 

& Spears, 2008). Given that these factors are important predictors of collective action, it 

is unlikely that perceptions of collective autonomy restriction by itself is sufficient to 

compel social movement mobilization among disadvantaged group members. We propose 

that disadvantaged group members who see their fate as linked to that of their broader 

social group (i.e., social change beliefs; Figure 1, A Path) are more sensitive to group-

based restrictions to collective autonomy (Figure 1, Panel 2b), and are more likely to 

engage in group-based efforts – like social movement mobilization - to ameliorate 

inequality (Figure 1, B(ii) path). 

System Beliefs and Individual vs. Group- Based Deprivation 

It is well documented that individuals who see themselves as members of a social 

group rather than purely autonomous individuals are more likely to participate in social 

movements to address dissatisfaction with their group’s outcomes (Simon & 

Klandermans, 2001; van Stekelenbur & Klandermans, 2013; Van Zomeren, Postmes, & 

Spears, 2008). According to social identity theory, whether people navigate social 

situations thinking of themselves as individuals vs. group members depends on their 

system beliefs (Ellemers & Bos, 1998; Tajfel & Turner, 2004; Turner et al., 1987). 
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System beliefs refer to how an individual views the relationship among social groups 

within the broader social hierarchy and can be conceptualized as a continuum with two 

polar extremes (Tajfel & Turner, 2004). On one extreme are individual mobility beliefs, or 

the belief that societal strata are flexible and permeable and mobility from one to another 

stratum is easy and can be navigated through individual action. On the other extreme of 

the continuum are social change beliefs, or the belief that societal stratification is 

inflexible and impermeable, making it virtually impossible for individuals to escape the 

fate associated with their social stratum.  

People who hold individual mobility beliefs are more likely to see their own 

outcomes as independent of others in their social group, and thus are more focused on 

interpersonal (i.e., egoistical) comparisons of their own outcomes relative to others 

(Cook, Crosby, & Hennigan, 1977; Crosby, 1976; Smith et al. 2012; Walker & Smith, 

2009). In contrast, people who hold strong social change beliefs are likely to see the 

outcomes of the individuals and their group as inextricably linked, and thus be more 

likely to make social comparisons at a group level (Cook, Crosby, & Hennigan, 1977; 

Crosby, 1976; Smith et al. 2012; Walker & Smith, 2009). Applied to our model, we 

hypothesize that system beliefs influence disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of 

collective autonomy restriction. Those who see their personal fate as independent of their 

social group (i.e., strong individual mobility beliefs) are more likely to make 

interpersonal comparisons of personal autonomy because to them individual autonomy is 

preeminent (see Figure 1, Panel 2a). In contrast, others who see their personal fate as 

inextricably linked to their group’s fate (i.e., strong social change beliefs) are more likely 

to make group-level comparisons of collective autonomy (see Figure 1, Panel 2b). In the 
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next section, we examine how dissatisfaction with group-based comparisons of collective 

autonomy may increase disadvantaged groups’ likelihood of engaging in social 

movement mobilization.  

Identity Management Strategies and Social Movement Engagement 

Individuals adopt a range of identity management strategies to cope with 

dissatisfactory social comparisons (also referred to as social creativity; Ellemers & Bos, 

1998; Tajfel & Turner, 2004) that are categorized based on their mode of response and 

target of change (see Blanz et al., 1998). Mode of response refers to whether the identity 

management strategy is predominantly a cognitive vs behavioral process, while target of 

change refers to whether the identity management strategy focuses on the individual or 

group level. 

Examples of cognitive identity management strategies include individualization 

(which are individual-focused strategies) and changing comparison dimensions (which 

are group-focused strategies). Individualization focuses on protecting the individual’s 

self-esteem from harmful stereotypes and stigma associated with their ingroup by 

cognitively distancing oneself from the disadvantaged group (Ng, 1989; Turner et al., 

1987). Changing comparison dimensions is a group-focused cognitive strategy that 

protects disadvantaged group members’ self-esteem through a collective shift in group 

values, for example, by rejecting or reversing the value associated with intergroup 

comparison dimensions or by changing the dimension of intergroup comparison (Tajfel, 

1978). 
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While cognitive identity management strategies are useful ways of protecting 

individuals’ self-image, they do little to confront structural inequalities. Individuals who 

seek to address unsatisfactory social comparisons by changing their outcomes relative to 

their target of comparison (whether that be another individual or group) may choose to 

engage in behavioral identity management strategies. Examples include individual 

mobility and realistic competition. As the name suggests, individual mobility is a 

behavioral identity management strategy that focuses on individual action (Tajfel, 1978; 

Taylor & McKirnan, 1984; Wright et al., 1990). It is behavioral in the sense that an 

individual makes an active effort toward social advancement. If the individual is 

successful, increased access to resources, status, and power may satisfy interpersonal 

comparisons that were previously unsatisfactory.  In contrast, realistic competition is a 

behavioral identity management strategy that focuses on the group. It involves a 

collective effort to improve group outcomes by competing for greater access to resources, 

status and power (Sherif, 1966; Tajfel & Turner, 2004). When groups successfully engage 

in realistic competition, perceived increases in the group’s access to these resources 

satisfy previously unsatisfactory intergroup comparisons. 

System beliefs influence the type of identity management strategy that 

disadvantaged group members use to cope with unsatisfactory social comparisons 

(Ellemers, 1993; Ellemers et al., 1993; Ellemers et al., 1998; Ellemers et al., 1990). The 

likelihood of adopting individual-focused identity management strategies compared to 

group-focused ones increases when individual mobility beliefs are high. Indeed, Taylor 

and McKirnan’s (1984) five-stage model of intergroup relations argues that individuals 

from disadvantaged groups will first attempt to gain membership with more advantaged 
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groups through individual mobility if they perceive societal hierarchies to be permeable 

(see also Jackson et al., 1996; Wright et al., 1990). Other research shows that 

disadvantaged group members who hold individual mobility beliefs prefer to first engage 

in individual-focused management strategies, even when they are difficult or selective 

(Lalonde & Silverman, 1994; Wright et al., 1990). Conversely, when social change 

beliefs are strong, disadvantaged group members are more likely to adopt group focused 

strategies. For example, both self-identified smokers (a stigmatized group) and women (a 

relatively disadvantaged group in the gender hierarchy) are more likely to adopt group-

focused identity management strategies if they hold stronger social change beliefs as 

compared to individual mobility beliefs (Jackson et al., 1996). 

Applying extant research to our model, we propose that a similar process unfolds 

when disadvantaged group members perceive that their collective autonomy is restricted 

relative to other groups. We predict that those who hold individual mobility beliefs and 

are dissatisfied with their personal autonomy relative to other individuals, are likely to 

used individual focused strategies – like individuation and individual mobility - to protect 

their self-image and improve their individual outcomes, but do little to challenge existing 

social hierarchy (Figure 1, Bi Path). In contrast, those who hold social change beliefs and 

are dissatisfied with group comparisons of collective autonomy are more likely to adopt 

group-focused identity management strategies, such as realistic competition, that aim to 

challenge existing social hierarchies through social movement mobilization (Figure 1, Bii 

Path). 
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Social Movement Efficacy: Strategies to Empower Disadvantaged Groups 

How do grassroots social movements challenge social hierarchy effectively 

despite limited access to power and resources? To address this question, this section 

synthesizes psychological and sociological research on social movement efficacy with 

organizational behavior literatures on the strategic actions of low status organizations 

within organizational hierarchies. From this synthesis, we identify three key strategies 

that are hypothesized to increase the efficacy of social movements: (1) gaining 

legitimacy, (2) mobilizing resources, and (3) gaining centrality in the social network (for 

a review see Bouquet & Birkinshaw, 2008). We incorporate these into our model to 

hypothesize that social movement efficacy, operationalized as empowering disadvantaged 

group members and challenging social hierarchy, depends on the ability of a social 

movement to successfully put these strategies in action (Figure 1, Box 3).  

Achieving Legitimacy 

From the perspective of organizational science, legitimacy refers to the extent to 

which the structural organization of any hierarchical system is perceived to be congruent 

with the goals, objectives, and behaviors of a critical mass of entities that comprise the 

hierarchy (Weber, 1947; Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975; Suchman, 1995; Bouquet & 

Birkinshaw, 2008). Applying this definition to social (rather than organizational) 

hierarchies, legitimacy refers to the extent to which the distribution of power is perceived 

as congruent with the norms, values, and beliefs of a critical mass of groups within a 

population (Subasic et al., 2008; Suchman, 1995; Van Stekelenburg & Klandermans, 

2013). According to organizational behavior, an entity’s (e.g., group’s) access to power is 

directly proportional to the extent to which others perceive the values, beliefs, and actions 
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of that entity to be congruent with those of the broader organizational system (Suchman, 

1995, Weber, 1947; Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Thus, if low status entities (or 

disadvantaged groups) desire greater access to power, they ought to aim to increase their 

perceived legitimacy in the eyes of other entities (Bouquet & Birkinshaw, 2008; Mitchel, 

Agle, & Wood, 1997; Kostova & Zaheer, 1990). This strategy of gaining power by 

appealing to norms, values, and beliefs congruent within the broader social system (a 

process referred to as social approval; Bouquet & Birkinshaw, 2008) parallels the ways in 

which disadvantaged group-led social movements seek to establish their legitimacy 

within society. Extensive research has documented how social movements establish 

legitimacy by aligning their goals, values, and principles with those of the broader society 

(Andrews, Beyerlein, & Tucker, 2016; Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975; Moyer, 2001; Suchman, 

1995; Weber, 1947).  

When considering legitimacy in the context of social movements, it is important 

to distinguish between internal vs. external legitimacy, both of which are important 

determinants of social movement efficacy (Kwok & Chan, 2017; McCarthy & Zald, 

1977; Rao, Morill, & Zald, 2000; Zald & Ash, 1966). Internal legitimacy refers to the 

degree to which the goals and leadership of a social movement are aligned with the 

interests of constituents participating in the movement (Kwok & Chan, 2017; Zald & 

Ash, 1966). If at any point the goals of a social movement shift and cease to be aligned 

with its constituency, it risks losing members (McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Zald & Ash, 

1966). As we will discuss in the next section, an active constituency is necessary for 

social movement efficacy. Maintaining internal legitimacy is crucial for keeping a social 

movement alive.  
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External legitimacy refers to the extent to which the norms, values and beliefs of a 

social movement are aligned with the values and principles of the broader society and 

parallels the definition of legitimacy in organizational behavior (Andrews, Beyerlein, & 

Tucker, 2016; Weber, 1947; Bouqet & Birkinshaw, 2008; Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975; 

Suchman, 1995). The primary way social movements establish external legitimacy is by 

raising public awareness about social injustices via protests and demonstrations; 

attempting to convince the public that institutions of power have failed to address this 

issue; and that lack of resolution violates socially cherished values and principles 

(Andrews, Beyerlein, & Tucker, 2016; Kwok & Chan, 2017; Moyer, 2001; Zald & Ash, 

1966).  

Las Madres del Plaza Mayo in Argentina (and similar women-led movements in 

Chile, Uruguay, and El Salvador) provide excellent real-world examples of how social 

movements can gain legitimacy in society. This social movement, which marked a major 

shift in Argentina’s transition towards democracy, challenged the authoritarian state and 

demanded democracy and the release of young Argentinians who were taken political 

prisoners by the military dictatorship in power at the time. Through countless protests in 

La Plaza Mayo, Las Madres successfully educated the public about the transgressions the 

Argentinian government had committed against political activists advocating for 

democracy. Indeed, much of its success is attributed to its ability to gain legitimacy by 

appealing to Catholic symbols and values related to motherhood and family (Alvarez, 

1989; Safa, 1990). By framing the social injustices perpetrated by the authoritarian 

government as a violation of these religious symbols and values, and the movement’s 

goals as fighting to protect them, these women were able to empower themselves and 
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create social change by enhancing the legitimacy of their movement in the eyes of the 

general population. 

Resource Mobilization 

The success of any complex structural organization, whether it be a multinational 

corporation or existing social hierarchy, depends on its ability to access and distribute 

limited resources (Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1990; Schwalbe et al., 2000). Resource 

distribution creates power and dependency within organizations, such that low-status 

entities depend on more powerful entities to access these resources (Bacharach & Lawler, 

1980; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). While high status entities exercise more control over 

critical resources within organizational systems, low status entities usually have access 

and control over some limited resource that can be exchanged and bartered with higher 

status entities for access to other resources (e.g., worker unions control labor that they 

can exchange with employers for economic capital). Thus, the second strategy that low 

status entities adopt to gain more power within organizational systems is to tighten their 

control over any limited resources to which they have access and leverage them to 

increase access to other resources (Bouquet & Birkinshaw, 2008).  

This strategy of controlling and leveraging resources to gain power within an 

organizational system parallels the ways in which disadvantaged social groups 

collectively pool and secure resources to affect social change--a process referred to as 

resource mobilization (Jenkins, 1983; Oberschall, 1973; McCarthy & Zald, 1977). Social 

movements seek to secure resources that either facilitate movement mobilization (e.g., by 

increasing the number of constituents, facilities and equipment that aid the organization 

of its constituents, etc.) or that can be leveraged to pressure high status actors or 
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institutions to address the grievances and demands of a social movement (Jenkins 1983; 

Rogers, 1974). These resources may be tangible (e.g., money, land, facilities, equipment 

etc.) or intangible (e.g., organizational and legal skills, public support, and labor from 

affiliated activists) (Jenkins, 1983).  

Proponents of resource mobilization theory emphasize two types of Social 

Movement Organizations (SMOs): the “classical” (or grassroot) SMO and the 

“professional” SMO that facilitate the organization and mobilization of resources 

(Jenkins, 1983; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Van Zomeren, Postmes, & Spears, 2008). 

Classical SMOs are grassroots organizations that are started and led by constituents 

directly impacted by the structural inequality the movement seeks to address (Jenkins, 

1983). Classical SMOs focus efforts on the organization and mobilization of tangible and 

intangible resources that play pivotal roles in establishing legitimacy (Perrow 1979; 

Jenkins, 1983). For example, classical SMOs may seek to secure tangible resources such 

as facilities, equipment, and money to establish a base of operations. They may also seek 

to mobilize intangible resources like their constituents to organize public demonstrations, 

protests, and acts of civil disobedience to help establish legitimacy. Professional SMOs 

also seek to organize and mobilize tangible and intangible resources. Unlike classical 

SMOs, however, professional SMOs focus on the mobilization of technical and 

professional resources that exert pressure on institutions to address social injustices 

(Aveni, 1978; Barkan, 1984; Jenkins & Perrow, 1977). For example, professional SMOs 

may directly or indirectly work with politicians to pass legislation to address social 

injustice at an institutional level or fund legal counsel to force institutions to pay 

reparations through the court system. In sum, the success of a social movement depends 
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in part on its ability to pool both tangible and intangible resources. The mobilization of 

these resources is further facilitated by classical and professional SMOs which work to 

secure and leverage resources at the ground and institutional levels respectively. 

Gaining Centrality 

Organizational hierarchies are typically conceptualized as social networks (Astley 

& Sachdeva, 1984, Ibarra, 1983; Mizruchi & Bunting, 1981). Entities that are well-

connected within the broader social organization are best positioned to leverage resources 

that they control to gain and maintain power (Bouquet & Birkinshaw, 2008; Hickson et 

al., 1971). By being well-connected (i.e., central) they have direct and indirect links to 

high status entities that control the exchange of valuable resources (Doz, Santos & 

Williamson, 2001; Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1990; Ghoshal & Nohria, 1989; Krackhardt, 

1990). Conversely, entities that lack direct links to high status entities (i.e., peripheral 

entities) also tend to lack power. This is, in part, because their ability to freely exchange 

valuable resources with high status entities is limited and controlled by “middlemen” who 

broker exchange of resources between peripheral entities and high-status entities 

(Bouquet, 2005; Krackhardt, 1990). Thus, the third strategy that low-status entities adopt 

to gain power within organizational systems is to gain centrality within the broader 

organizational system (Boje & Whetten, 1981; Bouquets & Birkinshaw, 2008; Brass, 

1984; Dubin, 1957; Hickson et al., 1971).   

Just as low-status entities seek to gain power by creating connections with high-

status entities within the broader social network, so to do social movements. Indeed, 

Moyer (2001) argues that the effectiveness of any social movement hinges on its ability 

to gain the support of the general public and establish connections with institutional 
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organizations (e.g., professional SMOs) that exercise power and influence at a systemic 

level. Several qualitative case studies of social movement campaigns have documented 

the important role played by social networks in establishing connections with both the 

general public and institutional organizations (Cable & Benson, 1993; Kitts, 2000; 

Mueller, 1997; Pfaff, 1996; Snow et al., 1980).  These findings suggest that social 

movement efficacy depends on the movement’s ability to make connections with the 

broader public and institutional organizations to stand the best chance of successfully 

challenging social hierarchy. 

  Social movements can gain centrality with the public in several ways. They may 

mobilize constituents to respond to a highly publicized incident of social injustice with 

nonviolent social theater (e.g., protests, marches, demonstrations, etc.) to raise public 

awareness of social injustice (Moyer, 2001). This, in turn, may help them gain additional 

support and sympathy from individuals directly impacted by social injustice (i.e., 

constituents), and others who are not directly impacted, but who nonetheless support the 

social movement’s demands for reparation (i.e., allies) (Jenkins, 1983). At the 

organizational level, SMOs may leverage existing social networks to recruit constituents 

and allies from other organizations (Bolton, 1972; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Oberschall, 

1973). At the interpersonal level, research shows the larger the number and strength of 

interpersonal ties (i.e., ties with friends, family, and neighbors) the more a social 

movement grows at the local level (Kitts, 2000). As a social movement gains centrality 

within social networks and amasses active and passive support from the general public, a 

slow cultural shift begins to occur (Moyer, 2001). This cultural shift leads to changing 

social norms, beliefs, ideologies, and cultural practices that enhance its legitimacy and 
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social capital that can be leveraged to pressure institutions of power to address issues of 

inequality (Darnovsky et al.,1995; Johnston & Klandermans, 1995; Polletta, 1996). 

Social movements may also gain centrality in political and institutional networks. 

As previously discussed, indigenous social movements often lead to the development of 

classical and professional SMOs that are uniquely positioned to create connections with 

powerful individuals and institutions that can help them push their agenda and achieve 

their goals (Aveni, 1978; Barkan, 1984; Jenkins & Perrow, 1977). For example, SMOs 

like the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the American 

Civil Liberties Union leverage professional networks with lawyers, congressional 

committees, legislators, and their staff to support legislation that aims to address social 

injustice at an institutional level. Similarly, political figures like Harvey Milk and Nelson 

Mandela exemplify how individual constituents can gain centrality within political 

networks to impact systemic change. 

Summary  

The strategies adopted by social movements that seek to empower disadvantaged 

groups parallel the strategies used by low status entities seeking greater power within any 

organizational system. These strategies include (1) aligning movement goals, beliefs, and 

ideologies with those of the broader society (i.e., establishing legitimacy), (2) securing 

and leveraging tangible and intangible resources (i.e., resource mobilization), and (3) 

establishing connections within social networks at the cultural and institutional level 

(gaining centrality). The extent to which a social movement can empower its constituents 

and challenge existing social hierarchies depends on how effectively it executes these 

three strategies (Figure 1, Panel 3). 
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Advantaged Group Members’ Reactions to Social Movements and Hierarchy 

Instability 

Our model suggests that when social movements challenge social hierarchy 

effectively by gaining legitimacy, centrality, and mobilizing resources, they destabilize 

the social hierarchy (Figure 1, Ci Path). We propose that advantaged group members are 

likely to respond to this instability in one of two ways. Some may acknowledge the 

legitimacy of disadvantaged group’s claims and be open to supporting the disadvantaged 

group’s efforts. Others may deny the legitimacy of social movements and become 

protective of social hierarchy and their advantaged position within it. What factors 

influence the tendency to deny or acknowledge the legitimacy of disadvantaged group led 

social movements? In the proposed model we argue that social hierarchy instability 

increases advantaged group members’ awareness of their privilege and threatens their 

self-image (Figure 1, D paths). The way people manage threats to self-image is predicted 

to influence whether they acknowledge or deny inequality and the legitimacy of social 

movements that challenge it (Figure 1, Panel 5). 

Managing Privileged Identity Threat  

Much of the early literature on social identity shared the assumption that 

advantaged individuals navigate life unaware of their privileged social identity 

(Hartmann et al., 2009; McDermott & Samson, 2005). That perspective has changed over 

the years thanks to research on the role of White identity in creating and maintaining the 

racial hierarchy in the U.S. (Frankenberg, 1993; Lopez, 1997; Knowles & Peng, 2005; 

Perry, 2002; Phinney, 1996; Wong & Cho, 2005). Since then, several studies have 

documented links between the strength of social identification with advantaged ingroups 
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and the desire to maintain the ingroup’s advantaged position in existing social hierarchies 

(Lowery et al, 2006; Branscombe et al., 2007; Hornsey et al., 2003). Identification with 

an advantaged ingroup could threaten one’s self-image if the group’s privilege was 

achieved through unfair advantages (e.g., through the subjugation of other groups) 

(Branscombe, 1998; Knowles et al., 2014; Powell et al., 2005). We propose that 

privileged identity threat is exacerbated when social movements challenge a social 

hierarchy effectively by gaining legitimacy through the mobilization of cultural and 

institutional resources. Building on Knowles and colleagues (2014) seminal research on 

privileged identity, we propose that increased privileged identity salience induces two 

distinct types of self-image threat (meritocratic and group-image threat), that influence 

whether advantaged group members are likely to acknowledge vs. deny the existence of 

inequality and the legitimacy of social movements.  

Meritocratic Threat 

 The recognition of one’s privilege can threaten advantaged individuals’ 

attributions of personal merit for their status and resulting self-esteem (i.e., meritocratic 

threat) when they grapple with the reasons for their successes and failures (Knowles et al. 

2014). Typically, people make self-serving attributions, such that success is attributed to 

personal merit and competence (i.e., internal attributions) while failure is attributed to 

situational forces that the individual cannot control (i.e., external attributions) (Campbell 

& Sedikides, 1999; Heine & Lehman, 1997; Sedikides et al., 1998). When privilege is 

made saliant, these self-serving attributions are challenged, as success may no longer be 

purely attributed to internal characteristics, nor failure be purely attributed to external 

circumstance. In other words, meritocratic threat results from situations where 
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advantaged group members are confronted with the possibility that their life 

accomplishments were not fully earned by effort, merit, and personal character, but 

instead resulted, at least in part, from their privileged position in society that affords them 

greater access to power and resources that can be leveraged for success (Branscombe, 

1998; Kelley, 1987; Morris & Larrick, 1995). Similarly, failures may become more 

threatening to advantaged group members as they grapple with the possibility that they 

failed despite their privilege (Branscombe, 1998; Kelley, 1987; Morris & Larrick, 1995). 

Group-Image Threat 

 In addition to meritocratic threats, the prospect of privilege may also be 

threatening to advantaged groups’ collective image (i.e., group-image threat) if their 

privileged status was achieved through unfair social advantage. For example, learning 

about historical racial transgressions committed by Whites in the U.S. may induce 

negative emotions such as shame or guilt among White Americans grappling with the 

knowledge that their racial group’s advantaged position resulted from the subjugation of 

other groups (Branscombe, 1998; Powell et al., 2005). In turn, these negative emotions 

and opinions may threaten disadvantaged individual’s self-image as moral actors who 

value equality (Kachanoff et al., 2022; Wohl et al., 2006).  

Strategies to Manage Threats from Privileged Identity 

 Advantaged groups contend with these two types of threats by engaging in one or 

more of the following identity-management strategies: 1) denial of privilege, 2) cognitive 

distancing of their self-concept from privileged identities, and 3) acknowledgement of 

privilege (see Knowles et al., 2014 for a review). Denial of privilege is an identity 
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management strategy adopted by advantaged group members to assuage meritocratic 

threat. Several studies show that advantaged individuals deny privileges associated with 

their ingroup in situations where their merit or self-competence is threatened (Knosles & 

Lowery, 2012; Lowery, Knowles, & Unzueta, 2007; Unzueta, Lowery, & Knowles, 

2008). For example, one study indicates that White participants are more likely to deny 

the existence of racial inequality when their intelligence was challenged (vs. affirmed), 

presumably to reduce the sting of failure (Lowery, Knowles, & Unzueta, 2007).  

Distancing or disidentifying with the advantaged ingroup is a second strategy that 

advantaged group members may adopt to manage meritocratic or group image threats. 

Research indicates that distancing one’s self-concept from the advantaged ingroup can 

help protect advantaged individuals’ self-serving attributions of success and failure, as 

doing so helps them believe that privilege does not apply to them (Branscombe et al., 

2007; Chow et al., 2008; Davey, Bobocel, Son Hing & Zanna, 1999; Luthen & Crocker, 

1992). By distancing themselves from the ingroup, advantaged group members can also 

protect themselves from experiencing threats associated with learning that the ingroup’s 

advantaged position was achieved through unfair advantage (i.e., group-image threats) 

(Chow, Lowery & Knowles, 2008). 

Finally, acknowledging privilege is a third identity management strategy that 

advantaged group members might adopt to cope with group image threat. By 

acknowledging privilege, advantaged group members become more open to engaging in 

actions and endorsing policies that address group-based inequality (Kappen, 2000). In 

doing so, advantaged group members cope with feelings of guilt, shame, or 

embarrassment and seek to repair damage to their group’s reputation (Powell et al. 2005). 
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When do Advantaged Group Members Acknowledge vs. Deny their Privilege? 

 Our proposed model suggests that the management strategies advantaged group 

members use to cope with privileged identity threat influences their support vs. 

opposition to social movements led by disadvantaged groups. What factors determine 

whether advantaged individuals will feel motivated to support steps that dismantle 

hierarchies vs. deny or distance themselves from it? Extant research suggests that group 

identity strength is an important predictor of the type of identity management strategy 

that advantaged group-members adopt while grappling with the implications of their 

privilege (Branscombe et al., 2007; Knowles & Lowery, 2012;; Lowery et al., 2007). For 

example, a series of experiments by Lowery and colleagues (2007) found that whether or 

not White Americans denied the existence of White privilege depended on the extent to 

which they believed that they shared a common fate with their racial ingroup (i.e., a 

proxy for strength of social identity), such that stronger belief in common fate predicted 

greater denial of privilege. In contrast, White Americans who reported weaker 

identification with their racial in-group were more likely to acknowledge the existence of 

social inequality and support social policies that promoted racial equity (Lowery et al., 

2007). 

Managing Privileged Identity Threat in Response to Social Movements 

As we previously mentioned, in our model we propose that disadvantaged group 

led social movements increases the visibility of privilege among advantaged group 

members (Figure 1, Panel 4; see Crandall et al., 2018; Ruisch & Ferguson, 2022 for 

related arguments). We also propose that the way in which advantaged group members 

manage their privileged identity is related to their acknowledgement or denial of the 
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legitimacy of disadvantaged group led social movements (Figure 1, Panel 5). In support 

of this, research has shown that advantaged individuals who manage their social identity 

threat by acknowledging their privilege and the role that it plays in the creation and 

maintenance of social inequality are more empathetic towards disadvantaged groups and 

more supportive of efforts to achieve equality (Rios et al., 2022). Research also shows 

that the recognition of one’s privilege motivates support for disadvantaged group led 

social movements through allyship (Ashburn-Nardo, 2018; Radke et al., 2020). 

Conversely, advantaged group members who deny the existence of privilege or distance 

themselves from their privileged identity are much more likely to adopt negative attitudes 

and behaviors toward disadvantaged groups and social movements that challenge social 

hierarchy (Phillips & Lowery, 2020; Dobbs & Nicholson, 2022; Branscombe et al., 2007; 

McDermott & Samson, 2005). In its extreme form, denial of inequality or distancing 

one’s self-concept from privilege may lead advantaged group members to also believe 

that they themselves are the victims of discrimination (claiming “reverse discrimination;” 

Hartmann et al., 2009; Knowles et al., 2022; Norton & Sommers, 2011; Sidanius et al., 

2000; Selvanathan et al., 2021).  

In sum, integrating past findings, we argue that when social movements 

successfully challenge existing social hierarchies, advantaged group members are 

confronted with their privileged identity, which can be threatening to their self-image. 

Success may no longer be purely attributed to personal merit, but instead may also be 

attributed to people’s privilege (i.e., meritocratic threat). Confronting personal privilege 

also involves grappling with evidence that one’s position within society resulted from the 

historical oppression of other groups (i.e., group image threat). To manage these threats, 
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advantaged group members may deny that privilege exists, distance themselves from 

their privileged identity, or acknowledge their privilege and actively work to dismantle 

the systems that afford them their advantage. In the proposed model, we argue that 

acknowledging privilege motivates advantaged group members to repair the moral 

reputation of the advantaged ingroup by supporting disadvantaged group led social 

movements (Figure 1, Ei Path). The denial of privilege, and/or the distancing of oneself 

from privilege, makes advantaged group members more likely to deny the legitimacy of 

disadvantaged group led social movements. In their eyes, any inequality observed in 

society must be a result of individual merit or lack thereof. 

Perceiving Social Movements as Illegitimate Induces Intergroup Threat and 

Collective Autonomy Restriction 

Denial of privilege and social movement legitimacy sets the stage for the next part 

of our model (Figure 1, E(ii) and E(iii) paths). We argue that advantaged group members 

who deny the existence of privilege, or cognitively distance their self-image from 

privilege, are likely to believe that dismantling of social hierarchy via social movement 

mobilization is an illegitimate course of action. Perceived illegitimacy, in turn, is 

predicted to make advantaged group members feel that their group is being unfairly 

stripped of power, resources, and collective autonomy (Figure 1, Panel 6). Support for 

this portion of the model comes from group-based threat research. 

Integrated Threat in Response to Social Movements  

Several studies have shown that shifts in social norms, values, and beliefs induce 

feelings of threat among advantaged group members. Perceived threat stems from the 

concern that changes to the social system will result in a loss of the ingroup’s access to 
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power, resources, and social influence (Butz & Yogeeswaran, 2011; Craig & Richerson, 

2014; Moss et al., 2019; Morrison et al., 2009; Morrison & Ybarra, 2008; Outten et al, 

2012; Rivera-Rodriguez, Larsen, & Dasgupta, 2021; Schmuck & Matthes, 2017; Stephan 

& Stephan, 2000; Xiao & van Bavel, 2012). These may involve access to material 

resources (i.e., realistic threat), maintenance of the group’s beliefs, values, and 

worldviews (i.e., symbolic threat), or the group’s position in the social hierarchy relative 

to other groups (i.e., social status threat).  

Research shows that intergroup threats are activated by a variety of social 

contexts. For example, one study conducted in Austria found that exposing Austrian 

citizens to political propaganda portraying immigrants as sources of cheap labor activated 

concerns that the immigrant population would restrict native-born Austrians’ access to 

economic resources and job security (i.e., realistic threat) (Schmuck & Matthes, 2017). 

The same study also found that political propaganda that called into question the morality 

of immigrant groups raised concerns that the values of incoming immigrants would 

conflict with traditional Austrian values and worldviews (i.e., symbolic threat) (Schmuck 

& Matthes, 2017). Similar findings have been found in survey and lab-based studies in 

the U.S. (Morrison et al., 2009; Morrison & Ybarra, 2008; Xiao & van Bavel, 2012; 

Duwoody & Plane 2019). For example, mere exposure to demographic trends indicating 

that the numeric advantage of White racial groups in multicultural nations like the U.S. 

and Canada is declining and trending towards a “majority minority” nation induced 

realistic, symbolic, and social status threat among White Americans and Canadians (Craig 

& Richeson, 2014; Danbold & Huo, 2014; Major et al. 2018; Outten et al., 2012). 
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Applied to our proposed model, mounting evidence also indicates that advantaged 

group members also experience intergroup threat when social movements are effective in 

challenging the social hierarchy. For example, symbolic threat explains the backlash from 

religious majority groups in response to the progress made by the abortion rights 

movement in the U.S. (Gordon & Hunter, 1979; Karrer, 2011; Van Assendelft, 1999). 

Pro-life counter-movements argue that abortion threatens Christian beliefs and 

worldviews regarding family, reproduction, and the role of women in society. Another 

example comes from reactions to immigrant rights movements of the early 2000s, which 

elicited backlash from political elites and their constituents. This was motivated by the 

belief that immigration threatened Americans’ access to economic resources (realistic 

threat), social status (social status threat), and undermined traditional American values 

(symbolic threat) (Steil & Vasi, 2014). Still more evidence from LGBTQ+ movements 

suggest that opposition to same-sex marriage among political conservatives was in part 

motivated by the belief that it undermined conservative beliefs regarding the “traditional 

family” and the “sanctity of marriage” (Carol, 2013; Fetner, 2001; Fetner, 2008; Gaines 

& Garand, 2010; Sherkat et al., 2011; Van der Toorn et al., 2017). Finally, research has 

examined whether inducing various types of group threats influence dominant groups’ 

support of feminist social movements that challenge the gender hierarchy (Rivera-

Rodriguez, Larsen, & Dasgupta, 2021). Findings showed that leading people to believe 

that Americans value traditionally masculine traits (like competitiveness) less today 

compared to 30 years ago induced greater symbolic and social status threat among men, 

which in turn predicted less support for feminist social movements like the #MeToo 

movement and the Women’s March. 
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Applying these findings into our model, we propose that advantaged group 

members who deny the existence of social inequality and the legitimacy of social 

movements are the most likely to believe that challenges to existing social hierarchies 

threaten their group’s access to resources (i.e., realistic threat), social influence (i.e., 

symbolic threat), and advantaged position within the hierarchy (i.e., social status threat) 

(Figure 1, E path). By extension, these perceived threats will likely cause advantaged 

group members to believe that their ability to preserve their collective autonomy is at risk 

(Figure 1, Box 6), motivating them to engage in compensatory counter-movements that 

oppose the disadvantaged group’s social movement (Figure 1, F path). In the following 

section, we review literatures on collective autonomy restriction and counter-movement 

mobilization that provide support for the theorized link between intergroup threat, 

collective autonomy restriction, and advantaged group members’ desire to protect the 

social hierarchy. 

Perceived Restriction of Collective Autonomy Motivates Counter-Movement 

Mobilization to Preserve the Social Hierarchy 

 Counter-movements are “a conscious, collective, organized attempt to resist or 

reverse social change” (Mottl, 1980, p.620).  Counter-movements are often created by, or 

share common goals with, political and institutional elites who leverage their power to 

rally a counter-movement’s constituancy and oppose social movements (Germani, 1978; 

Skocpol, 1979; Van Dyke & Soule, 2002; McVeigh, Myers, & Sikkink, 2004; McVeigh, 

2009, Oberschall, 1973; Mottl, 1980). While social movements typically mobilize from 

the bottom up, such that grassroot constituents self-organize to fight for representation at 

the institutional level, counter-movements typically mobilize from the top-down (Mottl, 
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1980). In other words, “[Social] movements challenge groups higher up in the 

stratification hierarchy, while counter-movements are oriented against challenges from 

below.” (Mottl, 1980, p.621).  

 These differences between advantaged and disadvantaged group’s access to 

structural power is reflected in the strategies that counter-movements adopt to resist 

social change by impeding a social movement’s ability to establish legitimacy, mobilize 

resources, and gain centrality. One way that counter-movements delegitimize social 

movements is by arguing that social hierarchies are based on legitimate worldviews such 

as meritocracy (Ellemers & Barreto, 2009; Lardier et al. 2019; Ledgerwood et al., 2011; 

Major et al., 2007), or “founder ownership,” which is the belief that a nation’s laws and 

institutions should be dictated by the group that descended from the nation’s founders 

(Selvanathan et al., 2021). They may also seek to delegitimize social movements by 

arguing that challenges to existing social hierarchy constitute reverse discrimination that 

unfairly targets advantaged groups (Dovidio et al., 1989; Knowles et al., 2022; Norton & 

Sommers, 2011). In addition to delegitimizing attempts, counter-movements also 

leverage their institutional power to restrict the mobilization of resources by social 

movements and block their ability to gain centrality within institutional systems of power. 

Examples of such strategies includes voter intimidation and voter suppression campaigns 

(Combs, 2016; Perry et al., 2022; Swirsky, 2001), mobilization of armed militias to 

overturn election results (Paulus & Kenworthy, 2022), and using political power to resist 

social change policies (Meyer & Saggenborg, 1996; Mottl, 1980). 

Counter-Movement Mobilization Motivated by Collective Autonomy Restriction 
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 Building on the “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy restriction 

(Kachanoff et al., 2022), the MMCA outlines a process where perceived threat from 

social movements motivates counter-movement activity among advantaged group 

members (Figure 1, F path). To our knowledge, only one study has examined advantaged 

group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy restriction (Kachanoff et al., 2019). 

This correlational study, which focused on racial hierarchy in the U.S., found that despite 

their advantaged position within the racial hierarchy, some White Americans believe that 

their racial group’s collective autonomy was restricted by other groups. Furthermore, 

whereas collective autonomy restriction was associated with greater opposition to 

hierarchy legitimizing ideologies among Black Americans, it was associated with greater 

endorsement of these ideologies among White Americans (Kachanoff et al., 2019). This 

link between collective autonomy restriction and greater endorsement of hierarchy 

legitimizing ideologies among White Americans may reflect the belief that their 

advantaged position relative to Black Americans is zero-sum, such that advantages gained 

by Black Americans results in disadvantage for White Americans (see also Norton & 

Sommers, 2011; Rasmussen et al., 2022 for related arguments). Within the context of 

collective autonomy, White Americans who perceive their racial groups’ autonomy as 

restricted may be motivated to act to preserve that hierarchy that affords them privileged 

access to the power, resources, and status. 

 Observational case studies of historical social movements and counter-movements 

also provide evidence of the link between collective autonomy restriction and the 

mobilization of counter-movements among advantaged groups. One such example 

involves the anti-busing counter-movement in Boston, Massachusetts, which first 
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emerged in response to school desegregation ordinances that resulted from the civil rights 

movement (1963-1974) and the Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education decision 

(Mottl, 1980). While these ordinances were effectively resisted by local politicians on 

behalf of their constituents for some time, it was not until the desegregation of public 

school seemed imminent that White Bostonians began to mobilize in a last-ditch effort to 

resist social change. This mobilization is what ultimately led to the rise of the anti-busing 

counter-movement in Boston that eventually spread to other American cities. Tactics used 

in the mobilization of the anti-busing counter-movement included demonstrations and 

lobbying for the repeal of school desegregation laws, establishing a nationwide anti-

busing network, cutting school budgets to slow desegregation efforts, and the 

development of militant organizations to intimidate Blacks and supporters of school 

desegregation through acts of violence and terror such as stoning school buses and 

inciting physical violence (Mottl, 1980). 

 Appeals to both realistic and symbolic threats were used to delegitimize the 

desegregation of public schools and mobilize the anti-busing counter-movement. A 

combination of pervasive stereotypes associating Black people and neighborhoods with 

crime and a desire to keep White and Black communities separate contributed to the 

mobilization of the counter-movement (Mottl, 1980). However, the most pervasive 

ideology used to mobilize the anti-busing counter-movement was the idea that forced 

desegregation was a violation of White parental autonomy (Motl, 1980). This ideology 

eventually gave rise to Restore Our Alienated Rights (ROAR), one of the most powerful 

and militant anti-busing organizations of the counter-movement. ROAR was a women-

led counter-movement organization built around the ideology that the desegregation of 
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the Boston public school system and forced busing violated White motherhood and 

parental autonomy (Nutter, 2010). Specifically, ROAR argued that school desegregation 

and forced busing violated White parents’ right to choose which school their children 

would attend, as well as their decision as to who should have access to their 

neighborhood’s schools (Nutter, 2010; Williams & Lovin, 1978).  

The belief that desegregation violated parental rights reflected an ideology of 

collective autonomy held by White Bostonians at the time, which included the defense of 

their right to make decisions regarding desegregation and busing independent from 

governmental influence, overriding racial integration and equality of education across 

race (Williams & Lovin, 1978). This ideology of white supremacy was further amplified 

by New England and Boston’s tradition of “liberty and freedom” that emphasize 

individualism, independence, and personal choice above unwanted governmental 

influence (Williams & Lovin, 1978). We interpret the Boston anti-busing counter-

movement as evidence that White Bostonians perceived the desegregation of public 

schools and busing to be a restriction to their collective (racial) autonomy, which in turn 

motivated the mobilization of a militant counter-movement that sought to resist social 

change. 

Conclusion 

 In the present review, we introduce the Movement Mobilization Model of 

Collective Autonomy (MMCA) to derive hypotheses about the social contexts and 

psychological processes that lead to the mobilization of social movements and counter-

movements. Specifically, we hypothesize that hierarchy stability, social change beliefs, 

and dissatisfaction with group-based comparisons of collective autonomy drive social 
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movement mobilization among disadvantaged group members. Conversely, hierarchy 

instability, denial and/or distancing from social privilege, and various forms of intergroup 

threat increase perceptions of collective autonomy and motivate counter-movement 

mobilization among advantaged group members. This model makes several novel 

contributions that advance our understanding of the role of social hierarchy, power, 

identity, and social movement/counter-movement dynamics among disadvantaged group 

members.  

 First, our model extends Kachanoff and colleagues “threat and defense” 

hypothesis by proposing distinct psychological processes that predict 1) when 

disadvantaged and advantaged group members will perceive that their collective 

autonomy is restricted, and 2) when disadvantaged and advantaged group members will 

mobilize to defend their collective autonomy via social movements and counter-

movements. Future research can directly test the veracity of these psychological 

processes by examining whether system beliefs (i.e., individual mobility vs. social 

change) shape perceptions of collective autonomy restriction among disadvantaged group 

members; and whether the denial of, and/or distancing from, privileged identities shapes 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction among advantaged group members. Future 

research can also test whether the use of group-focused (as opposed to individual-

focused) identity management strategies increases the desire to protect collective 

autonomy via social movement mobilization among disadvantaged individuals; and 

whether perceptions of intergroup threat (realistic, symbolic, and social status threat) 

motivate the desire to protect collective autonomy via counter-movement mobilization 

among disadvantaged individuals. 
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 Second, while extant research on collective autonomy and social movement 

mobilization tends to examine social movements and counter-movements separately, our 

model illustrates a dynamic process where advantaged and disadvantaged group 

members’ perceptions of collective autonomy, social hierarchy, and decisions to mobilize 

are influenced by one another. We also synthesize research across disciplines 

(psychology, sociology, organizational behavior, history) to identify three strategies – 

increasing legitimacy, access to resources, and centrality within social and institutional 

networks – that allow social movements initiated by low-status groups to gain traction. 

This is especially relevant for future research on counter-movements, which traditionally 

focus on advantaged individuals’ perceptions of structural changes resulting from the 

later stages of social movements (Moyer, 2001). By considering the strategies that 

disadvantaged groups use to gain traction during the early stages of social movement 

development, future research can hypothesize how advantaged individuals’ perceptions of 

a social movement’s legitimacy, resource mobilization, and network centrality influence 

their perceptions of intergroup threat and collective autonomy restriction as a social 

movement unfolds in real time. 

 Third, our model considers the psychological processes that push disadvantaged 

group members away from social movement mobilization (i.e., individual-focused system 

beliefs, comparisons, and management strategies), and motivate advantaged individuals 

to support social movements as allies (i.e., acceptance of privilege and a desire to repair 

the ingroup’s reputation). Research interested in social movement efficacy may consider 

additional psychological and societal factors that: 1) increase social change beliefs among 

disadvantaged group members, and 2) increase acceptance of privilege among 
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advantaged group members. By better understanding these psychological processes, 

future research can test their efficacy in informing intervention designs that increase 

engagement and support for social movements that seek social equality.  

 Finally, it is important to acknowledge two constraints on generality of the present 

work. We review research examining a broad range of marginalized and privileged 

identities - including race, gender identity, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, and 

immigration status – and the ways in which they influence perceptions of social 

hierarchy, inequality, collective autonomy, and collective action. However, much of this 

research treats identity as binary, such that individuals are categorized as either 

advantaged or disadvantaged based on a single dimension of their social identity, with 

little attention given to the intersection of multiple identities. An important question for 

future research to consider is how individuals with intersecting social identities, some of 

which may be privileged and others of which may be marginalized, experience collective 

autonomy and perceive and engage in collective action. It is also important to note that 

the empirical research we draw on was mostly conducted using participant samples from 

Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic nations, which constrain the 

generality of the present theorizing. This constraint opens up an opportunity to test this 

model in non-WEIRD nations and cultures to identify how much of this model is 

generalizable and identify its boundary conditions. By doing so, we stand to gain a better 

understanding of whether, when, and how, the collective actions of individuals might 

change social hierarchies and structural inequality. 
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CHAPTER 3 

POLITICAL PARTISANSHIP SHAPES THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 

COLLECTIVE AUTONOMY RESTRICTION AND RESPONSES TO 

COVID-19 TO INFLUENCE HEALTH BEHAVIOR OVER TIME 

Abstract 

Motivated social cognition suggests that polarization in public perception of science is 

driven by individuals’ tendency to accept scientific information that supports their pre-

existing political ideology and reject science that does not. The present research 

integrates insights from motivated cognition with emerging theories on collective 

autonomy restriction, which posit that individuals are motivated to preserve the freedom 

of one’s ingroup to act in accordance with the group’s worldview. We hypothesize that 

polarization in public perception of science across political lines results when science-

informed policies are perceived to threaten the political autonomy of people’s preferred 

political party. We further hypothesize that sensitivity to hierarchy threats makes 

Republicans more likely to experience collective autonomy restriction, and more likely to 

reject science-informed policies that challenge their party’s position of power within the 

political hierarchy, compared to Democrats. We test these hypotheses in the context of the 

COVID-19 pandemic by using longitudinal data collected during the early months of the 

pandemic. Results indicate that Republicans were more likely to believe that their party’s 

collective autonomy was restricted, compared to Democrats. Perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction in turn predicted perceptions of COVID-19 and adherence to 

COVID-19 related health behaviors over time. 
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Introduction 

Political polarization of seemingly apolitical issues related to science – such as 

climate change, vaccines, and most recently COVID-19 - has increased in the United 

States in recent decades (Dunlap et al., 2016; Gadarian et al, 2021; Hamilton et al., 2015). 

Attempts to identify important factors that contribute to such polarization of opinions 

related to the application of science to social issues has yielded several explanations at 

the psychological and institutional level. One explanation rooted in theories of motivated 

cognition argue that individuals are motivated to process information to maintain 

congruency between novel information and preexisting goals (Druckman, 2017; 

Druckman & McGrath, 2019; Kunda, 1990; Lodge & Taber, 2013). Applied to politics, 

this means that individuals are more likely to accept information that fits their political 

beliefs and reject information that does not (Druckman & Bolsen, 2011; Nisbet 2005; 

Nyhan & Reifler, 2010; Jost et al., 2022; Rekker, 2021). Because identification with 

political parties (Republicans or Democrats) parallel opposing political ideology 

(conservative or liberal), information that challenges the ideological platform central to 

one political party is likely to converge with the platform of the opposing political party, 

leading to polarization in public opinion (Lupton et al., 2020; Pew Research Center, 

2014). 

For example, research on science communication shows that Republicans and 

Democrats react negatively and resist scientific messages that conflict with their pre-

existing political beliefs regarding issues such as climate change and evolution (among 

Republicans), and fracking and nuclear power (among Democrats) (Nisbet et al., 2015). 

Similarly, research examining political polarization over climate change suggests that 
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motivations to defend conservative economic ideals rooted in a free-market economy 

partially explains why Republicans are more likely to reject and counterargue scientific 

data linking climate change to industrial capitalism, compared to Democrats (Jenkins-

Smith et al., 2020; Lewandowsky et al., 2013).  

Individuals who strongly identify with their political party also engage in biased 

forms of information processing to maintain a positive group image (Jost et al., 2022; 

Ditto et al., 2019; Schwalbe et al., 2020). Individuals are likely to accept information that 

bolsters the reputation of their political ingroup and reject information that tarnishes 

ingroup reputation, which further contributes to polarization.  In some situations, 

motivated social cognition leads Democrats and Republican to believe in factually false 

information that derogates the political outgroup. For example, one study found that 

ideological liberals were more likely to falsely believe that George W. Bush was on 

vacation when Hurricane Katrina destroyed New Orleans, while conservatives were more 

likely to falsely believe that Barack Obama shook hands with the President of Iran 

(Frenda, et al. 2013). 

 In sum, the desire to satisfy fundamental psychological needs – specifically, the 

need for cognitive consistency (Gawronski, 2012) and the need to maintain a positive 

ingroup image (Brewer, 1979; Tajfel & Turner, 1986) – activates motived cognition that 

biases information processing and drives polarization of beliefs and behavior. Expanding 

this framework, we posit that other psychological motives not examined previously may 

also activate motivated social cognition and drive polarization. Specifically, we examine 

whether the psychological need to protect the ingroup’s autonomy (i.e., collective 

autonomy; Kachanoff, 2017) motivates Democrats and Republicans to reject scientific 
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information if it is perceived to restrict or constrain one’s political party’s autonomy. 

Furthermore, we examine whether greater ideological emphasis on power and hierarchy 

among Republicans compared to Democrats leads Republicans to experience more 

political autonomy restriction than Democrats.  

The present research explores these hypotheses in the context of the COVID-19 

pandemic (Clements, 2020; Gadarian et al, 2021; Geana et al., 2021). Using longitudinal 

survey data collected during the early months of the pandemic, we examined: i) whether 

Republicans were more likely to feel that their party’s political autonomy was restricted 

than Democrats; ii) whether partisan differences in collective autonomy restriction 

predicted less perceived societal threat from COVID-19 and less concern about the 

national response among Republicans, compared to Democrats; and iii) whether less 

perceived threat and less concern about the nation’s response motivated Republicans to 

reject COVID-19 health and safety guidelines set by the Center for Disease Control 

(CDC) to a larger degree than Democrats. 

Collective Autonomy 

Rooted in self-determination (Deci & Ryan, 2000; 2008) and social identity 

theories (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), collective autonomy refers to the psychological need to 

maintain or enhance one’s group’s ability to define and practice its beliefs, culture, and 

worldviews without interference from other social groups (Kachanoff et al, 2019; 

Kachanoff et al, 2020). When individuals perceive that their ingroup’s collective 

autonomy is restricted by other groups, they are more likely to challenge the agents of 

restriction and engage in compensatory behaviors to re-assert their collective autonomy 

(Kachanoff et al, 2019; Kachanoff et al, 2020; Kachanoff et al., 2022). For example, 
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research examining the effect of collective autonomy restriction in the context of race 

found that Black Americans’ perceptions of collective autonomy restriction were 

associated with greater support for collective action that challenge social systems that 

restrict them (Kachanoff et al., 2020). Inducing collective autonomy restriction with a 

minimal-group paradigms in laboratory experiments also reveals increased hostility 

towards outgroups perceived to be the source of in-group restriction (Kachanoff et al., 

2020).  

These findings led Kachanoff and colleagues (2022) to develop the “threat and 

defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy, which proposes that the looming threat of 

collective autonomy restriction motivates group members to defend their ingroup’s 

collective autonomy by adopting attitudes and behaviors that challenge or resist external 

sources of autonomy control. Applying this theory to politics and responses to the 

pandemic, we propose that the psychological need to maintain the ingroup’s political 

autonomy drives politicization of previously apolitical issues related to science, 

increasing polarization of public faith in science, health policies informed by science, and 

behavioral adherence to health and safety guidelines. In the context of the COVID-19 

pandemic, we argue that a mix of intrinsic (e.g., conservative ideologies that endorse 

social hierarchy) and contextual (e.g., the Republican party’s position within the political 

hierarchy when the pandemic started) factors made Republicans more likely to perceive 

the pandemic to threaten to their collective autonomy, compared to Democrats.  

Republicans’ vs. Democrats’ Sensitivity to Collective Autonomy Restriction During 

the COVID-19 Pandemic 
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Existing research indicates that Republicans were more skeptical of COVID-19 

related information from expert scientific sources, like the CDC, and more resistant to 

science-informed health policies that aimed to combat the spread of the virus in the early 

days of the pandemic (Ash et al., 2020; Clements, 2020; Gadarian et al, 2021; Geana et 

al., 2021). The reason for this partisan difference is less clear. One explanation might be 

that Republicans are less likely to trust science in general than Democrats. Another 

alternative explanation is that the distrust of science was specific to the COVID-19 

pandemic and the broader social context at the time during the early days of the 

pandemic. 

Research examining links between political partisanship and belief in science is 

mixed, generally supporting one of two competing hypotheses (Nisbet et al., 2015; 

Rekker, 2021). The intrinsic hypothesis argues that conservatives are more likely to 

embrace authoritarian and dogmatic personality traits and desire certainty and cognitive 

closure compared to Democrats, which make them less open to information that 

challenges their ideological worldview (Jost et al., 2003; Kruglanski, 2003; Nam et al., 

2013; Shook & Fazio, 2009). In contrast, the contextual hypothesis proposes that 

Democrats and Republicans are equally likely to engage in motivated reasoning, and that 

the rejection of science depends on its implications for their party’s position within the 

political hierarchy (Baron & Jost, 2019, Ditto et al., 2019; Kahan, 2012, 2016, Kahan et 

al., 2015).  

In the present work, we propose that both intrinsic and contextual factors made 

Republicans feel that their political party’s collective autonomy was restricted during the 

early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, compared to Democrats, and in turn motivated 
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them to reject COVID-19 information from expert sources like the CDC. Specifically, we 

argue that intrinsic factors – such as sensitivity to hierarchy threat – made Republicans 

more likely to perceive that their collective autonomy was restricted, compared to 

Democrats. At the same time, contextual factors unique to the COVID-19 pandemic – 

including political instability during Trump’s presidential term and criticism of the 

federal government’s handling of the pandemic – exacerbated concerns among 

Republicans that the pandemic threatened to restrict their collective autonomy.  

Intrinsic Factors: Republican Sensitivity to Hierarchy Threat and Collective Autonomy 

Several intrinsic factors that make Republicans’ sensitive to hierarchy threat are 

also predicted to increase Republican’s perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, 

compared to Democrats. At the structural level, past scholars have pointed to 

asymmetries in the distribution of organizational power within the Democratic versus 

Republican party (Feldman, 2003; Freeman, 1986; Grossmann & Hopkins, 2015; Koger 

et al., 2009; Nexon, 1971). The structure of the Republican party places greater emphasis 

on hierarchy-based distribution of power, compared to the structure of the Democratic 

party (Feldman, 2003; Grossmann & Hopkins, 2015, Nexon, 1971). According to 

Freeman (1986), in the Democratic party, power is relatively decentralized, such that it is 

held by multiple professional organizations that represent the political interests of 

multiple social groups from diverse backgrounds.1 In comparison, in the Republican 

party, power tends to flow downward, such that party norms emphasize “falling in line” 

with a singular power center at the top of the political hierarchy (Freeman, 1986). In 

 
1 It is important to note that Freeman’s (1986) description of the structure and ideologies central to the 

Democratic party are ideals, and not necessarily reflected in the party’s history. Indeed, Freeman (1986) 

highlights that Democratic political elites have historically gatekept which social groups are allowed to 

influence the party’s political platform. 
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other words, where Democrats tend to emphasize the representation and inclusion of 

multiple social groups in politics under a “big tent”, Republicans tend to believe that that 

the nation’s interests are best represented by a singular platform that fights for the 

interests of the “traditional” or “true” American (Freeman, 1986).  

These differences in political party structure are also present in constituent 

ideology and attitudes towards social hierarchy (Dunwoody & Plane, 2019; Hetherington 

et al., 2009; Jost, 2017; Jost et al., 2007; Jost et al., 2017). It is well-documented that 

Republicans are more likely to endorse social dominance and other hierarchy legitimizing 

ideologies, compared to Democrats (Dunwoody & Plane, 2019; Hetherington et al., 

2009). Research also indicates that conservative voters are more likely to endorse zero-

sum beliefs, believing that a benefit for one group means a loss for another, and have 

greater need for cognitive closure (Chirumbolo et al., 2004; Davidai & Ongis, 2019; De 

Zavala et al., 2010; Ho et al., 2012; Panno et al., 2018; Pratto et al., 1994; Schnurer, 

2017). This may explain why Republicans tend to be more sensitive to sociopolitical 

factors that threaten or challenge social hierarchy, compared to Democrats (Jost, 2017; 

Jost et al., 2007; Jost et al., 2017).  

This threat sensitivity is reflected in Republicans’ (1) support for policies that 

protect political and social hierarchy, and (2) opposition to polices that challenge 

sociopolitical hierarchy. For example, research examining White Americans’ attitudes 

towards immigration policy shows that greater ideological conservatism predicts stronger 

sentiment that non-White immigrants threaten White Americans’ norms and values, 

access to economic and political resources, and safety and well-being, thereby 

challenging existing power hierarches based on race and class in the U.S. (Craig & 
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Richeson, 2014; Dunwoody & Plane, 2019; Major et al., 2018). In turn, perceived 

hierarchy threat motivates conservatives to protect it by resisting the source of the threat. 

For example, perceptions that Republicans’ political power was being challenged by 

immigration predicted increased support for Trump in 2016 (Major et al. 2018) and 

support for anti-immigration policies in the U.S. (Craig & Richeson 2014; Dunwoody & 

Plane, 2019). Similarly, research examining Americans’ attitudes towards marriage 

equality shows that Republicans and ideological conservatives are more likely to believe 

that same-sex marriage threatens to undermine conservative beliefs about the preeminent 

value of the “traditional family” and the “sanctity of marriage,” that challenge existing 

hierarchies based on gender and sexual orientation (Fetner, 2001; Fetner, 2008; Sherkat et 

al., 2011). In turn, perceptions of threat are associated with greater opposition to same 

sex-marriage and support for same-sex marriage bans (Gaines & Garand, 2010; Van der 

Toorn et al., 2017; Sherkat et al., 2011). Finally, research examining the link between 

political ideology and climate change denial found that ideological conservatives were 

more likely to perceive the rise of environmentalism as a threat to American values, 

economy, and politics, which in turn predicted greater climate change denial and less 

support for environmental policy (Hoffarth & Hodson, 2016).  

In sum, these findings indicate that Republicans are more sensitive to, and more 

likely to resist, challenges to social hierarchy compared to Democrats. In the present 

research, we hypothesize that this sensitivity to social hierarchy threat also make 

Republicans more susceptible to feeling that their collective autonomy is restricted. 

According to the “threat and defense” perspective of collective autonomy, a group’s 

position within social hierarchy is an important predictor of perceived collective 
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autonomy restriction (Kachanoff et al., 2022). This is because greater access to power 

and status increases a group’s ability to successfully assert their collective identity and 

resist unwanted influences that restrict them. Because Republicans are more likely to 

endorse social dominance beliefs and desire a favorable position within social 

hierarchies, we predict that they are more likely to feel that instability within the social 

hierarchy threatens their collective autonomy compared to Democrats.  

Research from a cross-sectional study that examined the link between perceptions 

of collective autonomy restriction, hierarchy legitimizing ideologies, and desire for group 

power (in the context of racial hierarchy) partially supports this hypothesis (Kachanoff et 

al., 2022). Among White (i.e., advantaged) Americans, greater perceived collective 

autonomy restriction was associated with stronger endorsement of hierarchy legitimizing 

ideologies and greater desire for group power. Extending these findings to the political 

context, we hypothesize that conservative ideologies in favor of social hierarchy and 

social dominance make Republicans more likely to feel that their collective autonomy is 

threatened by social instability compared to Democrats. Given that the COVID-19 

pandemic disrupted social hierarchy on a global scale, it provides a perfect context in 

which to test this hypothesis. 

Contextual Factors: COVID-19 and Perceptions of Threat to the Political Hierarchy 

and Collective Autonomy 

It is well documented that COVID-19 was a polarizing political issue in the U.S. 

as political conservatives were less concerned about the impact of COVID-19 on public 

health, less likely to support COVID-19 relief policies, and were less likely to follow 

health guidelines that aimed to slow COVID-19 infection rates, compared to liberals (Ash 
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et al., 2020; Clements, 2020; Gadarian et al, 2021; Geana et al., 2021). Research 

illuminating why the COVID-19 pandemic became so politically charged points to the 

role of news media in polarizing American’s perceptions of the virus across political lines 

(Calvillo et al., 2020). From this research, it has become evident that two important 

contextual factors contributed to polarization.  

The first factor was regarding the spread of (mis)information about the COVID-

19 virus. While left-leaning news networks relied on scientific and medical experts to 

disseminate information about the virus to their viewers, right-leaning news networks 

relied on political sources to disseminate information that conflicted with scientific and 

medical sources (Calvillo et al., 2020; Funk et al., 2020; Hart et al., 2020; Motta et al., 

2020). This may explain why Republicans (who were more likely to receive their 

information form right-leaning news networks) were more likely to believe factually 

incorrect information about the origin of the virus, the speed at which a vaccine could 

come to market, and the severity of the virus’ symptoms, compared to Democrats 

(Jurkowitz & Mitchell, 2020; see also Funk et al., 2020).  

The second factor which further polarized perceptions of COVID-19 was left- and 

right-leaning news networks’ coverage of the Trump administration’s handling of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. While left-leaning news networks were quick to criticize the 

Trump administration’s handling of the pandemic (Drezner, 2020), right-leaning news 

networks promoted statements from the Trump administration that Democrats and the 

“liberal media” were using COVID-19 as a “political tool” to weaken the Republican 

Party (Halon, 2020) and impeach Trump (Stieb, 2020). 
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In the context of the pandemic, we hypothesize that Republicans’ advantaged 

position within the political hierarchy at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic (i.e., a 

Republican president and Senate majority), compounded by their sensitivity to hierarchy 

threat and external criticism about the federal government’s response to COVID-19, 

would make them more likely to feel that their collective autonomy was restricted 

compared to Democrats. Furthermore, we hypothesize that perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction motivated Republicans to downplay the severity of the pandemic, 

despite alarming information from expert sources that argued the contrary. This rejection 

of the severity of the pandemic, in turn further explains why Republicans were less likely 

to follow CDC health guidelines during the early months of the pandemic. 

Goals of the Present Research 

Integrating the theory of collective autonomy with extant research on political 

polarization and motivated cognition, we propose the following novel hypotheses 

regarding the politicization and polarization of COVID-19. First, we hypothesized that 

Republicans would express greater perceptions of collective autonomy restriction during 

the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic compared to Democrats (H1). Second, we 

proposed that greater perceived collective autonomy restriction would predict the opinion 

that the national response to the COVID-19 pandemic was excessive (H2a), and that 

COVID-19 posed low threat to the American public (H2b), among Republicans but not 

Democrats. Third, believing that the national response to COVID-19 was excessive and 

that COVID-19 did not pose a significant threat to the American public would both, in 

turn, mediate the link between collective autonomy restriction and adherence to health 

behaviors among Republicans but not Democrats longitudinally (H3). 
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Method 

Study Design 

To test our hypotheses, we designed an online longitudinal survey to assess 

Americans’ political party affiliation, perceptions of political collective autonomy 

restriction (i.e., CAR), opinions about COVID-19 (i.e., perceived appropriateness of that 

national response and perceived threat to the American public), and adherence to CDC 

recommended health behaviors. Data was collected in 3 waves during the early months 

(March – May 2020) of the COVID-19 pandemic. The first wave of data was collected at 

Time 1 (T1) from March 15th – March 20th, the second wave was collected at Time 2 (T2) 

from April 15th – April 20th, and the last wave was collected at Time 3 (T3) from May 

15th – May 20th. 

Participants 

Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and compensated a total 

of $6.75 for participating in a 15-minute survey at three separate times ($0.75 at T1, $2 at 

T2, and $4 at T3). Inclusion criteria required all participants to be 18 years or older (Mage 

= 38.03, SD = 11.98), currently reside in the U.S., and able to read and write in English. 

Data were originally collected from 600 Americans. Of these, 76 failed our attention 

check at T1, leaving a sample of 524. At T2, 448 participants returned (85% retention) 

and at T3, 420 returned (80% retention).2 Missing data was deleted listwise. 

Demographics for the sample at each time point can be found in Table 1. 

 
2 A sensitivity analysis was conducted to find the smallest effect we could detect for a one-way ANOVA 

with 3 groups (i.e., Democrats, Independents, Republicans), given the smallest sample at T3 (N = 420), α = 

.05, and power = .80. Results indicate that a Cohen’s f = .152 was the smallest effect size we could detect. 
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Table 1. 

Demographic Information Measured at T1 

 N % 

Political Affiliation   

Democrat 220 42.0 

Independent 101 19.3 

Republican 136 26.0 

Gender   

Male 285 54.4 

Female 238 45.4 

Gender non-binary 1 0.2 

Race   

White 375 71.7 

Black 64 12.2 

Hispanic 32 6.1 

Asian/Pacific Islander 37 7.1 

Indigenous 5 1.0 

Multiracial 10 1.9 

Note. 11 participants were indicated that they were not affiliated with either the Democratic, 

Independent, or Republican party. 

 

Measures 

Political Party Affiliation and Ideology 

Two separate items were used to measure participant’s political party affiliation 

and ideology at T1, T2, and T3. First, participants were asked to indicate their party 

affiliation (i.e., Democratic, Republican, or Independent). Second, they indicated their 

political ideology on a continuous scale from 1 (Very Liberal) to 7 (Very Conservative) 

with midpoint 4 (Middle of the Road). We use political ideology when presenting 

correlations between our variables of interest. However, because extant research suggests 

that party affiliation is a more robust predictor of political attitudes than the single item of 

political ideology (Cohen, 2003; Carmines et al., 2012), we use political party affiliation 

as the moderator in our analyses. Results were similar regardless of whether the party 

affiliation (categorical variable) or political ideology (continuous variable) was used as a 

moderator (see Online Supplemental Analyses).   
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Collective Autonomy Restriction (CAR) 

Eight items were adapted from Kachanoff et al. (2020) and included at T2 and T3 

to measure participants’ perceptions that their political group’s collective autonomy is 

restricted by other groups: “Other groups have tried to control my political group”; 

“Other groups have tried to control what my political group can do”; Other groups have 

tried to control what my political group should value and believe”; “Other groups have 

tried to control what customs and practices my political group should follow”; “In 

general, other groups try to control the extent to which my group can act in accordance 

with our political identity”; “In general, other groups try to control the extent to which 

my political group can follow our customs and practices”; “In general, other groups try to 

control the extent to which my political group can act in accordance with our political 

values”; “Other groups impose aspects of their political values on my political group’s 

values”. Participants indicated the extent to which they agreed with each statement on a 

scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree), with midpoint 4 (Neither Agree 

nor Disagree). Responses were averaged together, with higher scores indicating greater 

perceptions of CAR (α = .97). 

Perceived Threat From COVID-19 to the American Public 

Two items were included at T1, T2, and T3 to examine participant’s perceptions 

of the severity of threat that COVID-19 posed on the American public: “How dangerous 

is the coronavirus situation to the American people?”; “How worrisome is the 

coronavirus situation to the American people?”. Items were answered on a scale of 1 (Not 

at All) to 7 (Very Much) with midpoint 4 (Somewhat). Participants’ responses were 
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averaged together, with higher scores indicating greater perceptions of threat to the 

American public from COVID-19 (α = .89). 

Perceived Appropriateness of the National Response to COVID-19 

Three items were included at T1, T2, and T3 to examine participant’s perceptions 

of the appropriateness of the U.S.’s response to COVID-19: “To what extent do you think 

Americans are overreacting to the current coronavirus situation?” “To what extent do you 

think Americans are exaggerating the current coronavirus situation?” “Do you think the 

American government is doing enough to combat the spread?” Items were answered on a 

scale of 1 (Not at All) to 7 (Very Much) with midpoint 4 (Somewhat). Participants’ 

responses were averaged together, with higher scores indicating greater perceptions that 

the Nations response to COVID-19 was excessive (α = .83). 

Adherence to COVID-19 Health Guidelines 

 We asked participants to indicate whether they followed the following health 

behaviors recommended by the Center for Disease Control at the start of the COVID-19 

pandemic: “Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds after being in a 

public place”; “Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands”; 

“Clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces daily”; “Avoid gatherings of 10 or more 

people”; “Avoid shaking hands; “Avoid public transportation”; “Avoid or decrease the 

time spent in public places”. At each time point (T1, T2, T3), participants indicated 

whether they followed each guideline or not. The number of guidelines followed were 

summed together to obtain a score from 0 (no guidelines followed) – 7 (all guidelines 

followed). 
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Results 

Correlations 

Correlations between all variables are reported at each time point in Table 2. CAR 

was significantly correlated with political orientation at T2 and T3 (when CAR was 

measured) such that greater political conservatism was associated with greater 

perceptions of CAR. CAR was also significantly correlated with perceptions of threat 

from COVID-19 to the American public; perceptions of the appropriateness of the 

national response to COVID-19; and adherence to health behaviors at T2 and T3. 

Table 2. 

Correlations and Descriptive Statistics 

     

Variables        

T1 (3/15/20 - 3/20/20) Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Political Ideology 3.55 2.02      

2. CAR N/A N/A N/A     

3. COVID as a Political Tool N/A N/A N/A N/A    

4. Threat from COVID 5.52 1.40 -.14** N/A N/A   
5. Appropriate Response to 

COVID 3.44 1.75 .47*** N/A N/A -.44***  
6. Health Behaviors 5.79 1.70 -.16** N/A N/A .29*** -.40*** 

        

T2 (4/15/20 - 4/20/20)        

1. Political Ideology 3.48 2.01      

2. CAR 4.50 1.74 .17**     

3. COVID as a Political Tool 3.08 2.01 .62*** .30***    

4. Threat from COVID 5.48 1.46 -.26*** -.06 -0.51***   
5. Appropriate Response to 

COVID 3.18 1.70 .52*** .17*** .80*** -.51***  
6. Health Behaviors 6.14 1.49 -.11* -.03 -.27 .37*** -.35*** 

        

T3 (5/15/20 - 5/20/20)        

1. Political Ideology 3.47 1.97      

2. CAR 4.55 1.74 .13**     

3. COVID as a Political Tool 3.13 2.06 .63*** .30***    

4. Threat from COVID 5.30 1.53 -.34*** -.04 -.51***   
5. Appropriate Response to 

COVID 3.05 1.82 .56*** -.17*** .82*** -.59***  
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6. Health Behaviors 5.27 1.30 -.21*** -.08 -.33*** .40*** -.43*** 

Note. Correlations and descriptive statistics provided for all available variables at T1, T2, and T3. N/A 

indicates that the correlation could not be ran because CAR was not measured at T1. *p < .05, **p < .01, 

***p < .001  
 

Perceptions of CAR By Political Party Affiliation 

Multiple regression was used to test whether political party affiliation predicted 

perceived CAR while controlling for age, gender, race, current residence (i.e., urban, 

suburban, rural), and participants’ financial stress (i.e., “During the COVID-29 pandemic, 

how would you rate your current financial situation?” 1 (very negative) to 7 (very 

positive), measured at T2). Consistent with H1, even after accounting for the covariates, 

Republicans were more likely to perceive that their political autonomy was restricted, 

compared to Democrats at T2 (brep = .55, SE = .21, p = .008) and T3 (brep = .42, SE = .21, p 

= .050). Regression coefficients for all variables in the model are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. 

Regression Coefficients Predicting Perceptions of Political Collective Autonomy Restriction at T2 

and T3. 

 T2 CAR T3 CAR 

 B SE p b SE p 

Political Affiliation       

Republican 0.55 

0.2

1 0.008 0.42 .21 .050 

Independents -0.06 

0.2

2 0.768 -0.14 .23 .536 

       
Covariates        

Age 0.03 

0.0

1 <.001 0.03 .01 <.001 

Gender 0.14 

0.1

7 0.401 0.23 .17 .189 

Race 0.07 

0.2

0 0.727 -0.03 .21 .904 

Region       

Urban 0.05 

0.2

0 0.805 -0.07 .20 .713 

Rural -0.24 

0.2

4 0.328 -0.47 .25 .059 
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Financial Situation -0.09 

0.0

5 0.099 -0.06 .06 .244 

Note. Political Affiliation was dummy coded with Democrats as the reference group. Race was 

dummy coded (0 = White, 1 = person of color). Region indicates participants place of residence 

as either rural, suburban, or urban and was dummy coded with suburban as the reference group.  

 

The Association Between Collective Autonomy and Perceptions of COVID-19, 

Moderated by Political Affiliation 

Two separate multiple regression analyses were conducted to test the hypothesis 

that greater perception of collective autonomy restriction measured at T2 was associated 

with: the opinion that the national COVID response was excessive (H2a); and that 

COVID-19 did not pose a serious threat to the American public (H2b) among 

Republicans but not Democrats. Continuous variables were mean centered and political 

affiliation was dummy coded with Democrats as the reference group. 

The Association Between CAR and Perceived Appropriateness of the National 

Response to COVID-19, Moderated by Party Affiliation 

At average levels of CAR, both Republicans (brep. = 1.67, SE = .18, p < .001) and 

Independents (bind. = .96, SE = .20, p < .001) were significantly more likely to express the 

opinion that the national response to COVID-19 was excessive compared to Democrats 

(the reference group). Among Democrats, there was no association between CAR and 

perceptions of the national response to COVID-19 (bCAR = -.08, SE = .06, p = .236), 

however, Party x CAR interactions suggested there was a significant association between 

CAR and perceptions of the national response to COVID-19 among Republicans (b(rep. x 

CAR) = .43, SE = .10, p < .001) and Independents (b(ind. x CAR) = .24, SE = .11, p = .034). 

Further probing of these significant interactions indicated that experiencing greater 

perceptions of CAR was associated with stronger opinions that the national response to 

COVID-19 was excessive among Republicans (Conditional Effect for Republicans: bCAR 
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= .35, SE = .08, p < .001), but not Independents (Conditional Effect for Independents: 

bCAR = .16, SE = .09 p = .078). All regression coefficients predicting perceived 

appropriateness of the National Response to COVID-19 at T2 are reported in Table 4. 

Table 4. 

Regression Coefficients Predicting Perceived Appropriateness of National Response to COVID-19, 

Moderated by Party Affiliation 

 b SE p 

Intercept 2.41 0.11 <.001 

CAR (T2) -0.08 0.06 0.236 

Independent 0.96 0.20 <.001 

Republican 1.67 0.18 <.001 

CAR x Independent  0.24 0.11 0.034 

Conditional Effect for Independents 0.16 0.09 .078 

CAR x Republican 0.43 0.10 <.001 

Conditional Effect for Republicans 0.35 0.08 <.001 

Note. Party affiliation was dummy coded with Democrats as the comparison group. CAR indicates the 

association between collective autonomy restriction and perceived appropriateness of the national 

response to COVID-19 among Democrats. 

 

The Association Between CAR and Perceived Threat from COVID-19 to the American 

Public, Moderated by Party Affiliation 

At average levels of CAR, both Republicans (brep. = -.47, SE = .18, p = .009) and 

Independents (bind. = -.71, SE = .19, p < .001) were significantly less likely to believe that 

COVID-19 posed a serious threat to the American public compared to Democrats (the 

reference group). Among Democrats, greater experience of CAR predicted marginally 

more perceived threat (bCAR = .12, SE = .06, p = .051). Significant Party x CAR 

interactions suggested associations between CAR and perceived threat among 

Republicans (b(rep. x CAR) = -.32, SE = .10, p = .002) and Independents (b(ind. x CAR) = -.35, 

SE = .11, p = .001). Among both Republicans (Conditional Effect for Republicans: bCAR 

= -.20, SE = .08, p = .014) and Independents (Conditional Effect for Independents: bCAR = 

-.23, SE = .09, p = .009), greater experience of CAR was associated with less perceived 
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threat. All regression coefficients predicting perceived threat from COVID-19 to the 

American public at T2 are reported in Table 5. 

Table 5. 

Regression Coefficients Predicting Perceived Threat from COVID-19 to the American Public, 

Moderated by Party Affiliation 

 b SE p 

Intercept 5.75 0.11 <.001 

CAR (T2) 0.12 0.06 .051 

Independent -0.71 0.19 <.001 

Republican -0.47 0.18 .009 

CAR x Independent  -0.35 0.11 .001 

Conditional Effect for Independents -0.23 0.09 .009 

CAR x Republican 0.32 0.10 .002 

Conditional Effect for Republicans -0.20 0.08 .014 

Note. Party affiliation was dummy coded with Democrats as the comparison group. CAR indicates the 

association between collective autonomy restriction and perceived threat from COVID-19 to the 

American public, among Democrats. 

 

Moderated Mediation: Perceptions of COVID-19 Mediate the Link Between CAR 

and Adherence to Recommended Health Behaviors, Moderated by Party Affiliation 

We ran a moderated parallel mediation model with the PROCESS Version 3.4 

macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2017) to test the following hypothesis (H3). The opinion that the 

national response to COVID-19 was excessive (T2), and that COVID-19 did not pose a 

significant threat to the American public, would mediate the link between collective 

autonomy restriction (T2) and adherence to health behaviors (T3), among Republicans 

but not Democrats, over time (see Figure 2).3 Significant moderated mediation was 

determined through the interpretation of the index of moderated mediation on the 

difference between the conditional indirect effects (IE) of each political party using a 

bootstrap approach (5,000 iterations) to obtain 95% confidence intervals (CIs). 

 
3 Participant health behaviors at T2 were included as a covariate predicting health behaviors at T3. Party 
affiliation was dummy coded with Democrats as the reference group. All continuous variables were 
centered. 
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Significant moderation was further probed by examining the IE among Democrats, 

Independents, and Republicans, again using a bootstrap approach (5,000 iterations) to 

obtain 95% CIs. 

Results from this analysis found that believing that the national response to 

COVID-19 was excessive at T2 significantly predicted less adherence to recommended 

health behaviors at T3 (boverreaction =  -.14, SE = .04, p < .001), while controlling for health 

behaviors at T2 (bhealth = .48, SE = .04, p < .001). Perceived threat from COVID-19 to the 

American public at T2 did not significantly predict adherence to health behaviors at T3 

(bthreat = .07, SE = .04, p = .096). Furthermore, the direct effect of CAR at T2 did not 

significantly predict adherence to health guidelines at T3 (bCAR = -.03, SE = .03, p = 

.315). However, a significant index of moderated mediation comparing Republicans to 

Democrats justified further probing of the conditional indirect effect through perceived 

overreaction in national response (index of moderated mediationrep. = -.06, SE = .02, 95% 

CI [-.11, -.02]). Consistent with our moderated mediational hypothesis (H3), the 

conditional indirect effect of CAR on health behaviors via beliefs that the national 

response to COVID-19 was excessive was significant for Republicans (IERep. = -.05, SE = 

.02, 95% CI [-.09, -.02]), but not among Independents (IEInd. = -.02, SE = .02, 95% CI [-

.06, .01]), or Democrats (IEDem. = .01, SE = .01, 95% CI [-.01, .03]). Neither the indirect 

effect, nor the indices of moderated mediation, of CAR on health behaviors via perceived 

threat from COVID-19 were significant. Model coefficients for all pathways are reported 

in Table 6. 

Figure 2. 

Moderated Parallel Mediation: Perceptions of COVID-19 Mediate the Link Between CAR 

and Health Behaviors. 
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Note. Conceptual model illustrating moderated parallel mediation of collective autonomy 

restriction (CAR) at T2 predicting adherence to health behavior (Health Behaviors) at T3, via 

perceptions of the appropriateness of the national response to COVID-19 (National Response to 

COVID-19) at T2 and perceptions of threat from COVID-19 to the American public (Threat 

From COVID-19) at T2. Mediators were tested in parallel, controlling for one another, as well as 

the direct effect of CAR, and adherence to health behaviors at T2 (added to the model as a 

covariate, indicated by the dashed box and arrow). Model coefficients for all pathways are 

reported in Table 6. 
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Table 6. 

Pathway Coefficients for Parallel Moderated Mediation  

 Mediation Through National Response to COVID-19  Mediation Through Threat from COVID-19  

Political Affiliation a1 b1 c' IE a2 b2 c' IE 

Democrat -0.07 -0.14* -0.03* 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03] 0.12 -0.07 -0.03* 0.01 [-0.00, 0.03] 

Independent 0.16 -0.14* -0.03* -0.02 [-0.06, 0.01] 0.23* -0.07 -0.03* -0.02 [-0.05, 0.01] 

Republican 0.35** -0.14* -0.03* -0.05 [-0.09, -0.01] 0.23* -0.07 -0.03* -0.01 [-0.04, 0.01] 

Note. Coefficients and conditional indirect effects (IE) are displayed for all pathways separately for Democrats, Independents, and 
Republicans. 95% confidence intervals are in square brackets, rounded to the nearest hundredth. 95% confidence intervals that 
do not include zero are significant. *p < .05. **p < .001. 
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Discussion 

The present study examined whether the experience of collective autonomy 

restriction differed between Republicans and Democrats, and whether these differences 

drove the polarization of opinions toward COVID-19 across political lines. In support of 

our first hypothesis, Republicans were more likely to believe that other political groups 

restricted their collective autonomy, compared Democrats. Correlations between political 

orientation and perceptions of collective autonomy restriction also supported this 

hypothesis, such that greater ideological conservatism was associated with greater 

experience of collective autonomy restriction at T2 and T3.  

One interpretation of these results is that hierarchy enhancing ideologies 

associated with political conservatism made Republicans more sensitive to external 

factors that threaten collective autonomy. While this interpretation is consistent with 

intrinsic hypotheses of political polarization, it is important to acknowledge that our 

study did not include measures of social dominance orientation, right wing 

authoritarianism, or similar scales to directly test associations between hierarchy 

enhancing ideologies and experience of collective autonomy restriction. While we 

acknowledge this limitation, recent research on collective autonomy in the context of race 

has shown that greater endorsement of social dominance is associated with greater 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction among White Americans (Kachanoff et al., 

2022). While these findings are consistent with our interpretation of results, future 

research should directly examine which specific political ideologies are associated with 

the experience of collective autonomy restriction to better understand the link between 

conservatism and collective autonomy restriction in the political context. 
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Differences in collective autonomy restriction across party lines may also have 

been driven by contextual factors specific to the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. As 

previously mentioned, the Republican Party held executive office and a Senate majority 

at the time of data collection. The COVID-19 pandemic began after the contentious 2016 

presidential election and close to the subsequent presidential election cycle of 2020. 

During this time, scrutiny of the Republican party and the Trump administration’s 

handling of the deadly virus raised concerns among Republicans that Trump’s re-election 

campaign was threatened. From the perspective of the “threat and defense” hypothesis 

(Kachanoff et al., 2022), the threat of losing the 2020 election and conceding political 

power to Democrats likely exacerbated perceptions of collective autonomy restriction 

among Republicans. Unfortunately, our study - which was developed and conducted in 

response to the pandemic as it unfolded in real time – did not measure perceptions of 

collective autonomy restriction prior to the federal government’s implementation of 

lockdown orders to prevent the spread of COVID-19 (March 15, 2020). Without pre-

pandemic baseline measures of collective autonomy, it remains unclear whether 

contextual factors specific to the COVID-19 pandemic (such as criticism of Trump’s 

response to the pandemic) increased perceptions of collective autonomy restriction 

among Republicans compared to pre-pandemic levels. If these contextual factors did 

influence Republican’s perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, then it raises 

questions as to what might have happened if the political positionality of the Republican 

and Democratic parties were reversed. In other words, if the Democratic party had been 

in power when the pandemic unfolded, would criticism of their administration’s handling 

of the pandemic similarly induce collective autonomy restriction among Democrats? One 
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way that future research can examine this question while simultaneously testing the 

contextual hypothesis is to examine whether exposure to political criticism aimed at one’s 

political party increases perceptions of collective autonomy restriction during the 

upcoming 2024 presidential election. It would be interesting to see whether the pattern of 

results changes or remains similar to the results reported here. 

One advantage of our study design is that it allowed us to capture participants’ 

perceptions of the pandemic as it unfolded in real time. Consistent with previous research 

(Ash et al., 2020; Clements, 2020; Gadarian et al, 2021; Geana et al., 2021), we found 

evidence of political polarization in both perceptions of threat from COVID-19, and the 

appropriateness of the national response to COVID-19. Specifically, Republicans were 

less likely to believe that COVID-19 posed a significant threat to the American public, 

and more likely to believe that the national response to the pandemic was excessive, 

compared to Democrats. Furthermore, and in support of our second hypothesis, these 

perceptions were exacerbated by experience of collective autonomy restriction among 

Republicans, but not Democrats. Consistent with extant theories on motivated cognition 

(Jost et al., 2022) and the “threat and defense” hypothesis, these findings are some of the 

first to suggest that the fundamental desire to preserve autonomy at the group level may 

motivate group members to reject information that threatens to restrict the collective 

autonomy of the group. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, criticism of the 

Republican party’s handling of the COVID-19 pandemic may have motivated 

Republicans to reject information about the severity of the pandemic in an attempt 

preserve their advantaged position in the political hierarchy, and by extension preserve 

their collective autonomy.  
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 Finally, the longitudinal design of our study allowed us to test whether 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction influenced behavior over time. In support 

of (H3), we found that greater perceptions of COVID-19 were associated with greater 

beliefs that the national response was excessive, which in turn predicted less adherence to 

COVID-19 health guidelines, but only among Republicans. Perceived threat from 

COVID-19, however, did not predict adherence to health guidelines among Republicans 

(or any other political party), suggesting that while perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction were associated with both perceptions of threat and appropriateness of 

response, only the latter influence adherence to health guidelines, and only among 

Republicans.  

While the findings reported here are specific to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

broader implications highlight the desire to protect collective autonomy as a fundamental 

psychological process that intersects with political identity to influence our perceptions 

and behaviors. In furthering our understanding of the psychological processes that drive 

polarization, we better equip ourselves to find common ground in a political climate that 

has become increasingly divided across political lines. 
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Supplemental Analysis 

Perceptions of COVID-19 and Adherence to Health Guidelines Across Political 

Lines 

While not central to our hypotheses, we ran a one-way ANOVA to examine whether 

perceptions of COVID-19 (i.e., perceived threat from COVID-19 to the American 

publica, and perceived appropriateness of the nation’s response to COVID-19) and 

adherence to health guidelines differed across political party affiliation.  

Results indicated that perceived threat from COVID-19 to the American public 

significantly differed as a function of political affiliation at T1 (F(2,454) = 3.40, p < .001, 

Cohen’s f = .132), T2 (F(2,403) = 8.23, p < .001, Cohen’s f = .206), and T3 (F(2,380) = 

16.01, p < .001, Cohen’s f = .303). Follow-up independent t-tests with Bonferroni 

corrections indicated that Republicans were significantly less likely to perceive COVID-

19 as a threat to the American people, compared to Democrats at T2 and T3. Group 

means and p-values for pairwise comparisons can be found in Supplemental Table 7. 

Results indicated that perceptions of the appropriateness of the national response 

to COVID-19 significantly differed across political affiliations at T1 (F(2, 454) = 40.36, 

p < .001, Cohen’s f = .458), T2 (F(2, 403) = 50.92, p < .001 Cohen’s f = .563), and T3 

(F(2, 380) = 60.43, p < .001, Cohen’s f = .647). Follow-up independent t-tests with 

Bonferroni corrections indicated that Republicans were significantly more likely to 

perceive that the nation’s response to COVID-19 was excessive, compared to both 

Democrats and Independents at all three time points. Group means and p-values for 

pairwise comparisons can be found in Supplemental Table 7. 
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Finally, results indicated that adherence to COVID-19 health guidelines 

significantly differed as a function of political party affiliation at T1 (F(2, 454) = 4.52, p 

< .011, Cohen’s f = .144) and T3 (F(2, 380) = 8.46, p < .001, Cohen’s f = .217). 

Differences in adherence to health guidelines based on political party affiliation were 

marginal at T2 (F(2,403) = 2.85, p = .06, Cohen’s f = 124). Follow-up independent t-tests 

with Bonferroni Corrections indicated that Republicans were significantly less likely to 

adhere to health guidelines than Democrats at T1 and T3. Group means and p-values for 

pairwise comparisons can be found in Supplemental Table 7. 
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Table 7. 

Group Means by Political Party and T-test Comparisons 

 T1 T2 T3 

 Mean (SE)  Mean (SE)  Mean (SE)  

Variables Dem. Ind. Rep. p-value Dem. Ind. Rep. p-value Dem. Ind. Rep. p-value 

CAR N/A N/A N/A  4.34(.13) 4.25(.19) 4.92(.17)  4.46(.13) 4.29(.18) 4.94(.16)  

Comparison             

Rep. - Dem.    N/A    0.019    0.071 

Rep. - Ind.    N/A    0.028    0.028 

Dem. - Ind.    N/A    0.999    0.999 

             

Threat from COVID 5.71(.09) 5.30(.14) 5.38(.12)  5.74(.11) 5.10(.16) 5.20(.14)  5.74(.11) 4.91(.16) 4.87(.14)  

Comparison             

Rep. - Dem.    0.089    0.008    < .000 

Rep. - Ind.    0.999    0.999    0.999 

Dem. - Ind.    0.045    0.003    < .000 

             
Nation's Response to 

COVID 3.34(.16) 4.44(.14) 2.42(.11)  3.33(.17) 
3.33(.17) 4.24(.15) 

 2.24(.12) 3.23(.17) 4.33(.15)  

Comparison             

Rep. - Dem.    < .000    < .000    < .000 

Rep. - Ind.    < .000    < .000    < .000 

Dem. - Ind.    0.039    < .000    < .000 

             

Health Behaviors 5.88(.17) 5.43(.14 6.40(.11)  5.87(.16) 5.87(.16) 6.07(.14)  5.54 5.01 5.00  

Comparison             

Rep. - Dem.    0.010    0.182    0.001 

Rep. - Ind.    0.123    0.999    0.999 

Dem. - Ind.    0.999    0.019    0.004 

Note. Means and standard errors provided for democrats (Dem.), independents (Ind.), and republicans (Rep.). Significant pairwise comparisons for p < .05. N/A = not applicable.  
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Moderated Mediation: Perceptions of COVID-19 Mediate the Link Between CAR 

and Adherence to Health Guidelines, Moderated by Political Orientation 

We ran a moderated parallel mediation model with the PROCESS Version 3.4 

macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2017) to see whether parallel mediation model remained 

significant when moderated by political orientation instead of party affiliation. This 

model was identical to the parallel moderated mediation model reported in the main 

manuscript, with the exception that we used political orientation as the moderator. Results 

from this analysis were consistent with the findings reported in the main manuscript. 

Coefficients and conditional effects are reported separately for Liberals, Moderates, and 

Conservatives in Supplemental Table 8. 
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Table 8. 

Parallel Mediation Moderated by Political Orientation 

 Mediation Through National Response to COVID-19  Mediation Through Threat from COVID-19  

Political Orientation a1 b1 c' IE a2 b2 c' IE 

Liberal  -0.06 -0.13** -0.03 0.01 [-0.01, 0.03] .06 0.07 -0.03 0.00 [-0.01, 0.02] 

Moderate  0.10* -0.13** -0.03 -0.01 [-0.03, -0.00] -.06 0.07 -0.03 -0.00 [-0.02, 0.00] 

Conservative  0.27** -0.13** -0.03 -0.04 [-0.07, -0.01] -0.17** 0.07 -0.03 -0.01 [-0.04, 0.03] 
Note. Coefficients and conditional indirect effect (IE) are displayed for all pathways at three level of political orientation: -1SD (Liberal), 

Mean (Moderate), and +1SD (Conservative). 95% confidence intervals are in square brackets. 95% confidence intervals that do not include 

zero are significant. *p < .05. **p < .001. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RACIAL/ETHNIC COLLECTIVE AUTONOMY RESTRICTION AND 

TEACHER FAIRNESS: PREDICTORS AND MODERTORS OF STUDENT’S 

PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHER SUPPORT 

ABSTRACT 

The link between intrinsic motivation support from teachers (i.e., teacher 

support), academic motivation, and academic performance is well documented. However, 

evidence suggests that racial/ethnic minority students are less likely to perceive support 

from adults at school, compared to White students. Several factors impact minority 

students’ perceptions of teacher support and motivation. The present study examines 

whether students’ perceptions of race/ethnic based collective autonomy restriction (i.e., 

the extent to which an individual feels that other groups try and restrict their racial/ethnic 

groups’ freedom to define and express their own social identity) and fair treatment from 

teachers influence these outcomes. Drawing on data from middle and high school 

students (N=110), the present study found that racial/ethnic minority students reported 

greater perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, compared to White students, 

which mediated the link between students’ racial/ethnic identity and perceived teacher 

support. Furthermore, past experiences with fair treatment from teachers were found to 

buffer the link between collective autonomy restriction and perceptions of teacher 

support. The practical implications of these findings for educators to better support 

students from underrepresented racial/ethnic backgrounds are discussed. 
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Introduction 

Intrinsic motivation, or the motivation to engage in behavior to derive personal 

satisfaction, plays a critical role in students’ academic development. For example, 

students who feel intrinsically motivated to learn - whether to satisfy their own curiosity 

or to achieve their long-term academic goals - tend to exhibit greater self-efficacy, 

engagement, motivation, and performance within the classroom (Chirkov, 2009; Jang et 

al., 2009; Reeve et al., 2004; Ryan & Deci, 2013). Within the classroom, teachers can 

help support intrinsic motivation development by tailoring the learning experience around 

their students’ learning interests and preferences (Deci et al., 1981; Ryan & Deci, 2013; 

Kusurkar et al., 2013; Reeve et al., 2004). Yet research continuously finds that students 

from underrepresented racial/ethnic minority (URM) backgrounds (e.g., Black, 

Indigenous, and Latinx students) are less likely to feel supported in educational settings 

compared to their White peers (Cabrera et al., 1999; Bottiani et al., 2016).  

Extant research on educational racial/ethnic disparities emphasizes the impact that 

school-level factors (e.g., culturally exclusive school climates, discriminatory experiences 

with teachers and peers, etc.) can have on URM students’ perceptions of support (Benner 

& Graham, 2013; Byrd & Chavous, 2011; Smith et al., 2020). In addition to these school-

level factors, socio-structural factors that restrict URM students’ access to quality 

education (e.g., red lining, racial segregation, economic inequality, stereotypes, etc.) can 

lead URM students to believe that they “don’t belong” in academic environments 

(Oyserman et al., 2011; Oyserman & Destin, 2010; Oyserman & Lewis, 2017). What 

remains unclear, however, is whether URM students’ awareness of socio-structural 

factors that restrict their racial/ethnic group within the broader U.S. influences their 
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perceptions of their teachers as supportive of their intrinsic motivational development. In 

the present study, we explore this question by examining whether students’ perceptions of 

their racial/ethnic groups’ collective freedom to define and practice their own social 

identity within the U.S. (i.e., collective autonomy) is linked to their perceptions of their 

teachers as supportive of their intrinsic motivational needs within the classroom. We also 

examine whether positive interactions with teachers and adults at school influence the 

potential link between students’ perceptions of collective autonomy, and intrinsic 

motivational support from teachers. 

Racial/Ethnic Collective Autonomy 

Racial/ethnic collective autonomy refers to the perception that one’s racial/ethnic 

group is free to define and practice its own social identity and culture without 

interference from other racial/ethnic groups (Kachanoff, 2017). Within the U.S., the 

unequal distribution of power and resources based on social hierarchy puts racial/ethnic 

minorities at greater risk of experiencing collective autonomy restriction by others 

(Kachanoff, et al, 2019). As a nation, the U.S. is still reckoning with the impact that 

slavery, genocide, and racial/ethnic segregation has had on modern policies that 

perpetuate racial/ethnic inequality at a systemic level. Policies such as the “show me your 

papers” law in several states (Maggio, 2021); America’s “war on drugs” (Fellner, 2009); 

Trump’s Muslim ban (Collingwood et al., 2018); and exclusionary zoning practices 

(Shertsez et al., 2022; McGahey, 2021) are just a few examples of how institutions of 

power enact policies that restrict the rights of people of color in the U.S. At the cultural 

level, forced assimilation to White-Christian American norms, customs, traditions, and 

values further restricts racial/ethnic minority groups’ freedom to practice their culture 
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(Comas- Díaz & Greene, 1994; Davis, 2001; Little, 2017; Mitchell, 2017; Padilla, 2019; 

Tamura, 2002). Considering these pervasive race/ethnic-based inequalities, it is 

unsurprising that members from racial/ethnic minority groups report greater perceptions 

of collective autonomy restriction, compared to racial majority group members 

(Kachanoff et al., 2019). In turn, experiencing collective autonomy restriction has been 

shown to negatively impact feelings of personal autonomy, self-esteem, and 

psychological well-being among adults from marginalized groups (Kachanoff et al., 

2019; Kachanoff et al., 2021). However, no research has investigated the impact that 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction have on the well-being and academic 

motivations of adolescents from racial/ethnic minority backgrounds. 

Uncharted Waters: Adolescence and Collective Autonomy Restriction 

Adolescence is a developmental period when social identity arguably becomes 

most salient, as youth continue to explore and define their sense of self as they transition 

into young adulthood (Coleman, 1974; Huynh & Fuligini, 2010; Steinberg & Silverberg, 

1986). Relatedly, adolescents of color tend to be hypervigilant towards identity-based 

discrimination and prejudice, both experienced at the personal level, as well as 

vicariously through witnessing another individual with a shared social-identity being 

discriminated against (Agnew, 2002; Louie & Upenieks, 2022; Tarrant et al., 2001; 

Williams & Mohammad, 2009). Because of this hypervigilance, adolescents of color are 

likely aware and sensitive to the socio-structural factors in the U.S. that restrict their 

collective autonomy. Despite these implications, no research has examined adolescent 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, or the downstream consequences on their 

well-being. Furthermore, given that autonomy plays a critical role in shaping students’ 
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academic experiences and motivation, we argue that perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction may also influence the experience of adolescents of color within the 

classroom. Specifically, we hypothesize that experiencing racial/ethnic collective 

autonomy restriction likely influences student perceptions that their teachers are 

unsupportive of their intrinsic motivational needs within the classroom. We also examine 

whether a history of positive interpersonal interactions at school (operationalized as fair 

treatment from teachers and adults at school) buffers potential links between students’ 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, and perceptions of intrinsic motivational 

support from teachers.  

Teacher Fairness: A Potential Moderator 

It is well documented that “fairness” in the classroom (i.e., grading, discipline, 

and communication) can help foster positive interpersonal relationships between teachers 

and their pupils (Chory, 2007; Lowman 1984; Walsh & Maffei, 1994). For example, 

students are generally more satisfied with their teacher’s instructional practices, more 

likely to believe their teachers have their best interest in mind, and place greater trust in 

teachers, when they perceive the teacher treats their students in a fair and just manner 

(Clayson & Haley, 1990; Feldman, 1989; Gregory & Ripski, 2008; Houston & 

Bettencourt, 1999; Rodabaugh & Kravitz, 1994). In turn, positive teacher-student 

relationships can increase academic motivation, achievement, and sense of belonging in 

school (Allen et al., 2021; Hughes, 2011). Research further suggests that students’ 

racial/ethnic identity adds an additional layer of nuance to our understanding of teacher 

fairness. On the teacher-behavioral end, racial biases can lead teachers to unintentionally 

treat students unfairly based on their racial/ethnic identity (Glock & Kovacs, 2013; İnan-
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Kaya & Rubie-Davies, 2022; Okonofua et al., 2016; Tenenbaum & Ruck, 2007). At the 

same time, awareness of the potential of being treated unfairly by teachers based on one’s 

racial identity can make URM students hypervigilant to unfair treatment from teachers 

(Kaufman & Killen, 2022; Crystal et al., 2010) and may lead them to attribute ambiguous 

interactions with teachers as racially motivated (Rivera-Rodriguez, 2021). As such, fair 

treatment from teachers may carry an additional benefit for URM students, such that it 

breaks negative expectations that these students may have regarding how they may be 

treated by teachers and other adults at school. Thus, in the current study, we argue that 

past exposure to fair treatment from teachers and other adults in schools can help buffer 

the potentially negative impact of collective autonomy restriction on students’ 

perceptions of teacher support.  

The Current Study 

The goals of the current study were to examine whether perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction differed by students’ racial/ethnic identity, and to see whether 

experiencing collective autonomy restriction shaped perceptions of teacher support. We 

also examined whether previous exposure to fair treatment from teachers and adults 

attenuated the link between collective autonomy restriction and perceptions of teacher 

support. Drawing on cross-sectional data from middle and high school students (N = 

110), we tested the following hypotheses. First, students from URM backgrounds will 

report greater perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, compared to White students 

(H1). Second, greater perceptions of collective autonomy restriction will mediate the link 

between student’s racial/ethnic identity and perceived teacher support, such that URM 

students will be more likely to feel racial ethnic collective autonomy restriction 
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(compared to White students), which in turn will predict less perceived intrinsic 

motivation support from teachers (H2). Third, previous exposure to fair treatment from 

teachers will buffer the negative association between perceived collective autonomy 

restriction and perceived teacher support (H3). 

Method 

Study Design 

 An online survey was used to assess students’ perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction, perceptions of intrinsic motivation support from their current teacher, and 

previous exposure to fair treatment from teachers. The survey was administered through 

our research-partner school during the fall semester of the 2020-21 school year between 

the dates of October 15th-18th, as part of a broader longitudinal study. At the time of data 

collection, the school had adopted a remote-learning model because of the COVID-19 

pandemic and social distancing mandates.  

Participants 

 We recruited middle and high school students from a public K-12 charter school 

in the Northeastern United States. We sought out parental consent from all middle and 

high school students at the beginning of the year. All students who obtained parental 

consent were invited to participate in our survey. Of those invited, a total of 110 students 

assented to participate in our survey. Students received either a $5 Amazon Gift Card or 

$5 PayPal payment as compensation for each survey they completed across the year. 

Participant demographic information is reported in Table 9. 
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Table 9. 

Student Demographics 

 N Percentage 

Gender Identity   

Male 49 47.6 

Female 49 47.6 

Non-Binary 3 2.9 

Preferred Not to Answer 9 1.9 

   

Race/Ethnicity   

Black or African-American 3 2.7 

Asian 12 10.9 

Hispanic 5 4.5 

White 64 58.2 

Multi-Racial 15 13.6 

Other 1 0.9 

Preferred Not to Answer 10 9 

   

Grade   

Middle School 54 49.1 

High School 49 44.5 

Note. Students who preferred not to provide their racial/ethnic identity were omitted from our 

analysis. We also omitted the one student who selected “other” when providing their racial/ethnic 

identity from our analysis because we were unable to code their racial/ethnic identity.  Grade 

demographics were missing for 7 students.  

 

Measures 

A list of all items used for each measure is provided in the Supplemental Information 

section (SI). 

Collective Autonomy Restriction 

We adapted 6 items from Kachanoff et al. (2020) to measure student’s experiences 

of racial/ethnic collective autonomy restriction. An example item includes the following: 

“In the U.S., people from other groups (e.g., racial/ethnic groups, political group, 

religious groups, etc.) have tried to control us.”. Students indicated the extent to which 

they agreed with each statement on a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly 
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Agree), with midpoint 4 (Neither Agree nor Disagree). Responses were averaged 

together, with higher scores indicating greater collective autonomy restriction (α = .95).  

Intrinsic Motivation Support 

 We adapted 14 items from the learning climate questionnaire (Williams & Deci, 

1996) to measure students’ perceptions of intrinsic motivation support from their teachers 

during the 2020-21 school year. An example item includes the following: “I felt that my 

teachers provided me with choices and options”. Students indicated the extent to which 

they agreed with each statement on a scale of 1(Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree), 

with midpoint 4 (Neither Agree nor Disagree). Responses were averaged together, with 

higher scores indicating greater perceptions of intrinsic motivation support from teachers 

(α = .95). 

Fair Treatment from Teachers and Adults at School 

A subset of 7 items were adapted from Cohen’s Climate Survey (Yeager et al., 

2017) to measure students’ past experiences with fair treatment from teachers and adults 

at school. An example item includes the following: “In the past, my teachers at school 

had a fair and valid opinion of me”. Students indicated the extent to which they agreed 

with each statement on a scale of 1(Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree), with 

midpoint 4 (Neither Agree nor Disagree). Responses were averaged together, with higher 

scores indicating more frequent experiences of fair treatment from teachers and adults at 

school in the past. (T1: α = .88). 
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Results 

In the following analyses, student race was dummy coded (0 = White, 1 = URM). 

The racial category URM included students who self-reported as Black, Asian, Hispanic, 

and Multiracial. The decision to group these racial/ethnic identities into the single 

category “URM” for our analysis was driven by the small sample size for each individual 

racial/ethnic category. We provide descriptive statistics for all dependent variables, 

separately for each racial/ethnic category, in Table 10. All analyses used listwise deletion 

to address missing data. 

Table 10. 

Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables by Racial/Ethnic Identity 

  CAR IMS Fair Treatment 

 N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Race/Ethnicity        

Black  3 4.94 .75 4.14 .26 4.91 .81 

Asian 12 4.02 1.29 5.84 .55 5.84 .76 

Hispanic 5 4.98 .48 5.39 .91 5.54 1.01 

Multi-Racial 15 4.03 1.44 4.92 1.38 5.36 1.43 

White 64 2.41 1.26 5.41 .92 5.47 1.07 

 

Student Perceptions of Collective Autonomy Restriction 

Multiple Regression was used to test whether perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction differed by students’ racial/ethnic identity, while controlling for gender 

(dummy coded: 0=Male, 1=Female), grade, and mean neighborhood income (mean 

centered) (R2 = .38, F(4, 80) = 13.77, p < .001).4 In support of hypothesis 1, URM 

students were significantly more likely to experience racial/ethnic collective autonomy 

restriction compared to White students (bRace = 1.93, SE = .29, p < .001). Student gender 

 
4 Mean neighborhood income was derived from 2020 census data, and primary residential zip codes 
provided by each student. Note that 16 students did not provide their zip code. 
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was associated with perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, such that self-

identified female students reported experiencing greater racial/ethnic collective autonomy 

restriction compared to male students (bGender = 0.66, SE = .27, p = .017). Mean 

neighborhood income and student grade were not associated with collective autonomy 

restriction (bIncome = -0.07, SE = .14, p = .625; bGrade = .04, SE = .07, p = .544).  

Student Perceptions of Intrinsic Motivational Support  

 Multiple regression was used to test whether student’s perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction were associated with perceptions of intrinsic motivational support 

from teachers, while controlling for student race, gender, and grade (R2 = .07, F(2, 88) = 

13.77, p = .053). Consistent with hypothesis 2, greater perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction were related to less perceptions of intrinsic motivational support 

from teachers (bCAR = -.17, SE = .08, p = .030). Race, gender, and grade were not 

associated with students’ perceptions of teacher support (bRace = 0.06, SE = .24, p = .785; 

bGender = 0.11, SE = .19, p = .810; bGrade = -0.01, SE = .05, p = .572). 

Mediation Analysis: Perceptions of Collective Autonomy Restriction Mediate the 

Link Between Student’s Racial/Ethnic Identity and Teacher Support 

 We ran a mediational model with the PROCESS Version 3.4 macro for SPSS 

(Hayes, 2017) to test whether collective autonomy restriction mediated the link between 

student race/ethnicity and perceived teacher support. Significant mediation was 

determined through the interpretation of the indirect effect (IE) using a bootstrap 

approach (5,000 iterations) to obtain 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Consistent with 

hypothesis 3, collective autonomy restriction mediated the association between student 
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race/ethnicity and teacher support (IE = -.32, 95% CI [-.64, -.03]; see Figure 3). 

Specifically, URM students were more likely to feel that their racial/ethnic collective 

autonomy was restricted (compared to White students), which in turn was associated with 

less perceived intrinsic motivational support from their teachers. Model coefficients for 

all pathways are reported in Figure 3.5  

Figure 3.  

Collective Autonomy Restriction Mediates the Link Between Student Race/Ethnicity and 

Perceived Teacher Support. 

 

Note. N = 91. Student Race was dummy coded (0 = White, 1 = Student of Color). CAR 

abbreviation for collective autonomy restriction. IMS abbreviation for Intrinsic Motivation 

Support from teachers. * p < .05, ** p < .001  

Moderation Analysis: Does Past Exposure to Fair Treatment Buffer the Link 

Between Collective Autonomy Restriction and Teacher Support? 

 
5 Because of the cross-sectional nature of our data, perceived collective autonomy restriction and teacher 
support were measured at the same time (Fall Semester of the 2020-21 school year), raising questions of 
the directionality of effects. To address this issue, we ran an additional mediational model where teacher 
support was treated as the mediator, and collective autonomy restriction was treated as the outcome. 
The indirect effect of this model was not significant, further supporting our hypothesis which emphasizes 
collective autonomy restriction as the mediator between student race/ethnicity, and perceived teacher 
support. Pathway coefficients for this model can be found in the supplemental information. 
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 We examined whether previous experiences with fair treatment from teachers and 

adults at school would attenuate the link between collective autonomy restriction and 

teacher support (H3), in two steps. First, a regression analysis probed for a significant 

interaction between collective autonomy restriction (CAR) and fair treatment (FT) in 

predicting student’s perceptions of teacher support. Second, moderation of the full 

mediational model by FT was tested through a moderated mediational model (see Figure 

4). Significant moderated mediation was determined through the interpretation of the 

index of moderated mediation on the difference between the conditional effects (IE) at 

low (-1SD), average (Mean), and high (+1SD) levels of fair treatment using a bootstrap 

approach (5,000 iterations) to obtain 95% confidence intervals.  

Consistent with our hypothesis, the regression analysis yielded a significant CAR 

x FT interaction, suggesting that the association between collective autonomy restriction 

and perceptions of teacher support may depend on student’s previous experiences with 

fair treatment from teachers and adults (bCAR x FT = -.15, SE = .05, p = .004). We further 

probed the significant interaction by examining the conditional effects at low, average, 

and high levels of teacher care. Results from this follow up analysis indicated that greater 

collective autonomy restriction predicted less perceived teacher support, but only among 

students who reported experiencing low levels of fair treatment from teachers and adults 

at school in the past (-1SD: bFT = -.26, SE = .08, p = .002). The association between 

collective autonomy restriction and teacher support was not significant among students 

who experienced average (Mean: bFT = -.10, SE = .06, p = .095) or high (+1SD: bFT = .06, 

SE = .09, p = .432) levels of fair treatment from teachers and adults. 
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 Despite significant moderation of the link between collective autonomy restriction 

and teacher support by previous experiences with fair treatment, the index of moderated 

mediation was not significant (index of moderated mediation = .27, SE = .18, CI [-.11, 

.55]). In other words, previous experiences with fair treatment did not moderate the full 

mediational pathway where student race/ethnicity predicts perceived teacher support 

though collective autonomy restriction. Model coefficients for all pathways are reported 

in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 

Moderated Mediation by Students’ Past Experience with Fair Treatment from Teachers 

and Adults at School. 

 

Note. N = 91. Student Race was dummy coded (0 = White, 1 = Student of Color). CAR abbreviation for 

collective autonomy restriction. IMS abbreviation for Intrinsic Motivation Support from teachers. Dashed 

lines indicate non-significant pathways. * p < .05, ** p < .001. 

Discussion 

The present study examined whether experiences of collective autonomy 

restriction differed based on students racial/ethnic background, and the associative link 

between students’ perceptions of collective autonomy restriction and intrinsic motivation 
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support from teachers. In support of our first hypothesis, racial/ethnic minority students 

were significantly more likely to feel that their racial/ethnic group’s freedom to define 

and practice their own social identity is restricted in the U.S., compared to their White 

peers. In support of our second hypothesis, greater feelings of restriction among 

racial/ethnic minority students, in turn, predicted less perceived support from teachers in 

the classroom. Consistent with identity-based frameworks of academic motivation, these 

findings suggest that students’ perceptions of their racial/ethnic group’s collective 

autonomy within the broader socio-structural context of the U.S. influences their 

perceptions of teacher support. However, where past research emphasizes the impact of 

socio-structural factors on racial/ethnic minority students’ perceptions of themselves 

within the academic context, our study suggests that they also shape perceptions of others 

(e.g., teachers) as supportive of their intrinsic motivational needs within academic 

contexts.  

 The present study also examined whether fair treatment from teachers and adults 

at school could help buffer the negative association between collective autonomy 

restriction and perceived support from teachers. In partial support of hypothesis 3, 

students’ previous experiences with fair treatment were found to moderate the link 

between collective autonomy restriction and perceptions of teacher support. Specifically, 

the negative association between collective autonomy restriction and teacher support was 

only significant among students who reported experiencing low levels of fair treatment at 

school in the past. Importantly, there was no significant link between collective autonomy 

restriction and perceived teacher support among students who reported average to high 

levels of fair treatment from teachers in the past. One interpretation of these results is that 
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past experiences with teachers and adults who treat students and their peers in a fair and 

just manner provide students with a positive exemplar of teacher-pupil relationships at 

school. These positive exemplars, in turn, may “inoculate” student’s future perceptions of 

teachers from harmful cues that may cause them to anticipate that they will not be 

supported in academic settings (see the Stereotype Inoculation Model for related 

arguments about self-perceptions in academia: Dasgupta, 2011). 

Limitations and Future Directions 

There are several limitations to consider in the present research. First, challenges 

around the data collection process resulted in the relatively small sample size reported in 

this study. Mainly, data collection occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic. During this 

time, our partner school, like most schools across the U.S., had adopted a remote learning 

model to help reduce the spread of COVID-19 and keep their students and faculty safe. 

This created barriers for both obtaining parental consent, and collecting student data, as 

communication between the research team, parents, students, and relevant school faculty 

was conducted entirely online. The challenges families endured during the pandemic 

created additional barriers to recruitment. 

 Because of our small sample size, we made the decision to group Black, Asian, 

Hispanic, and Multiracial students into a single category (i.e., URM students) to conserve 

power and test for differences in perceived collective autonomy and teacher support 

between racial/ethnic minority students and their White peers. We recognize that the 

racial/ethnic gaps in academic support and performance discussed in our introduction 

have primarily been documented among Black, Indigenous, and Latinx students. This 

likely accounts for why we did not observe direct effects of student race/ethnicity on 
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perceived teacher support in our analyses. However, descriptive statistics suggest that 

Asian and Multiracial students experience collective autonomy restriction at rates similar 

to those of Black and Latinx students. There are several reasons as to why Asian and 

Multiracial students would feel that their racial/ethnic collective autonomy is restricted in 

the U.S., including increased reports of anti-Asian prejudice during to the COVID-19 

pandemic (Nguyen et al., 2020; Ruiz et al., 2021), as well as research indicating that 

Multiracial individuals experience several forms of racial discrimination from both 

majority and minority group members (Franco et al., 2021; Shih & Sanchez, 2005). 

However, due to our limited sample size, we were unable to see whether the strength of 

the link between collective autonomy restriction and perceived teacher support was 

similar across individual racial/ethnic minority categories. Future research with a more 

robust sample size should further examine this question.  

Practical Implications for Educators 

The present research provides three important implications for educators to 

consider. First, our findings indicate that adolescents from URM backgrounds are 

sensitive to socio-structural inequalities that restrict their racial/ethnic group’s freedom to 

practice and define their collective culture and social identity within the U.S. Second, 

awareness of such restrictions carries over to the classroom and makes URM students 

attuned to cues that communicate a lack of support from their teachers. Finally, results 

from our study emphasize the importance of quality relationships between students, their 

teachers, and other adults at school in buffering the negative impact that collective 

autonomy restriction can have on feelings of support, especially among students from 

URM backgrounds. One way that teachers can help foster quality relationships with their 
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students is by engaging in fair classroom practices (e.g., negotiable approaches towards 

grading and discipline; see Rivera-Rodriguez, 2021 for details). Future research should 

further examine specific practices that teachers can adopt to support the intrinsic 

motivational development of students from URM backgrounds. 
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Supplemental Information 

Measures 

Collective Autonomy Restriction 

1. In the U.S., people from other groups (e.g., racial/ethnic groups, political group, 

religious groups, etc.) have tried to control us.  

2. In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control what we can do.”  

3. In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control what customs and 

practices we should follow. 

4. In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control the extent to which we 

can act in accordance with our identity. 

5. In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control the extent to which we 

can follow our customs and practices. 

6. In the U.S., people from other groups impose aspects of their culture onto our 

culture. 

 

Intrinsic Motivation Support 

1. I felt that my teachers provided me with choices and options. 

2. I felt understood by my teachers.  

3. My teachers conveyed confidence in my ability to do well in school.  

4. My teachers listened to how I liked to do things.  

5. My teachers tried to understand how I saw things before suggesting a new way to 

do things.  

6. My teachers helped me improve at my school work.  

7. My teachers made me feel like I was good at my school work.  

8. I felt that my teachers wanted me to do well in school.  

9. My teachers made me feel like I was able to do my school work.  

10. My teachers encouraged my classmates and me to work together.  

11. My teachers supported my classmates and me.  

12. My teachers had respect for my classmates and me.  

13. My teachers were interested in my classmates and me.  

14. I felt that my teachers were friendly towards my classmates and me. 

Fair Treatment from Teachers and Adults at School 

 

1. In the past, I have been treated fairly by teachers and other adults at school. 
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2. In the past, when students broke the rules at school, their punishment was decided 

in a fair way. 

3. In the past, teachers and other adults at my school treated me with respect. 

4. In the past, students in my racial group were treated fairly by the teachers and 

other adults at my school. 

5. In the past, teachers at school gave me the grades I think I deserved. 

6. In the past, my teachers at school had a fair and valid opinion of me. 

7. In the past, teachers at my school treated students in my racial group with respect. 

Additional Analysis 

A principal component analysis using an oblique rotation and a forced 2 factor solution 

was used to ensure that our measures of Collective Autonomy Restriction and Intrinsic 

Motivation Support were distinct factors. Results show that the items used to measure 

Collective Autonomy Restriction and Intrinsic Motivation Support loaded onto separate 

factors, suggesting that Collective Autonomy Restriction and Intrinsic Motivation 

Support are distinct factors (factor loadings for all items presented in Table 11). Factor 1 

consisted of all 14 items adapted from the learning climate questionnaire (Williams & 

Deci, 1996) to measure Intrinsic Motivation Support, and explained 53.04% of the total 

variance. Factor 2 consisted of all 6 items adapted from Kachanoff et al. (2020) to 

measure collective autonomy restriction, and explained an additional 19.67% of the total 

variance. Correlations between the two factors were weak at -.28. 

Table 11. 

Factor Loadings for Collective Autonomy Restriction and Intrinsic Motivation 

 Factor Loadings 

Item 1 2 

Collective Autonomy Restriction (Kachanoff et al., 2020) -.04 .87 

In the U.S., people from other groups (e.g., racial/ethnic groups, political 

group, religious groups, etc.) have tried to control us. -.12 .90 

In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control what we can do. -.09 .90 

In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control what customs and 
-.12 .88 
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practices we should follow. 

In the U.S., people from other groups have tried to control the extent to which 

we can follow our customs and practices. .08 .93 

In the U.S., people from other groups impose aspects of their culture onto our 

culture. .12 .74 

   

Intrinsic Motivation Support (Williams & Deci, 1996)   

I felt that my teachers provided me with choices and options. .82 -.09 

I felt understood by my teachers. .84 -.05 

My teachers conveyed confidence in my ability to do well in school. .84 -.05 

My teachers listened to how I liked to do things. .83 .02 

My teachers tried to understand how I saw things before suggesting a new 

way to do things. .80 .19 

My teachers helped me improve at my school work. .79 .13 

My teachers made me feel like I was good at my school work. .87 -.03 

I felt that my teachers wanted me to do well in school. .80 -.07 

My teachers made me feel like I was able to do my school work. .87 .05 

My teachers encouraged my classmates and me to work together. .76 -.16 

My teachers supported my classmates and me. .78 -.09 

My teachers had respect for my classmates and me. .85 .05 

My teachers were interested in my classmates and me. .90 .00 

I felt that my teachers were friendly towards my classmates and me. .82 -.13 

Note. Factor loadings for a principal component analysis using an oblique rotation and a forced 2 

factor solution. 

Because of the cross-sectional nature of our data, perceived collective autonomy 

restriction and teacher support were measured at the same time (Fall Semester of the 

2020-21 school year), raising questions of the directionality of effects. To address this 

issue, we ran an additional mediational model where teacher support was treated as the 

mediator, and collective autonomy restriction was treated as the outcome. The indirect 

effect of this model was not significant, further supporting our hypothesis which 

emphasizes collective autonomy restriction as the mediator between student 
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race/ethnicity, and perceived teacher support (see Figure 4). Pathway coefficients for this 

model are reported in the model below (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. 

Supplemental Analysis: Mediation via Teacher Support. 

 

Note. Race coded (0 = White, 1 = Students of Color). CAR = Collective Autonomy Restriction 

(measured in Fall, 2020). IMS = Intrinsic Motivation Support from Teachers (measured in Fall, 

2020) Dashed lines indicate nonsignificant pathways. * p < .05, ** p < .001. 
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CHAPTER 5 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Summary of Key Findings 

The goals of this dissertation were three-fold. First, Chapter 2 introduced the 

Movement Mobilization Model of Collective Autonomy (i.e., MMCA), a theoretical 

model that aimed to extend the “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy 

(Kachanoff et al., 2022) by articulating specific social conditions and psychological 

processes that shape advantaged and disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of 

collective autonomy. It also integrated social psychological, sociological, and 

organizational behavioral literatures to identify specific strategies that social movements 

and counter-movements use to challenge vs. preserve social hierarchy respectively. 

Second, Chapter 3 built on Chapter 2 by empirically testing a portion of the MMCA 

model. Within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, Chapter 3 tested whether 

perceived instability and threat to the existing U.S. political hierarchy was associated 

with greater feelings of collective autonomy restriction among politically advantaged 

group members. It also tested whether greater feelings of collective autonomy restriction 

lead politically advantaged group members to delegitimize the source of restriction by 

downplaying the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic and ignoring COVID-19 health 

and safety guidelines set by the CDC. Finally, Chapter 4 aimed to test the external 

validity of the collective autonomy restriction literature by testing whether experiencing 

racial/ethnic collective autonomy shaped adolescents’ perceptions of their teachers as 

supportive of their intrinsic motivational needs within the classroom context. It also 

tested whether positive interactions with teachers and adults at school helped buffer the 
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negative link between students’ feeling of collective autonomy restriction and perceptions 

teacher support. 

Theoretical Implications of the MMCA 

In Chapter 2, I introduced the MMCA, a theoretical model that builds on the 

“threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy. Recall that the “threat and 

defense” hypothesis posits that group members are motivated to defend their collective 

autonomy from outside restriction. However, the way in which groups defend their 

collective autonomy depends on their position within the broader social hierarchy. 

According to the “threat and defense” hypothesis, groups at the bottom of the hierarchy 

lack power and resources which makes them vulnerable to collective autonomy 

restriction. Groups at the top of the hierarchy, however, are less likely to experience 

collective autonomy restriction because of privileged access to power and resources that 

can be used to protect their collective autonomy from unwanted influence. As such, 

experiencing collective autonomy restriction may motivate disadvantaged group 

members to engage in social movements that challenge social hierarchies. Conversely, 

advantaged group members may feel motivated to engage in counter-movements that 

seek to resist social change and preserve social hierarchy when their collective autonomy 

is threatened. What remains unclear, however, are i) the psychological processes that 

influence advantaged and disadvantaged group members perceptions of collective 

autonomy restriction, and ii) the specific strategies that advantaged and disadvantaged 

group members use to effectively preserve vs. challenge social hierarchy. 

The MMCA addresses these gaps by integrating the “threat and defense” 

hypothesis with social identity, system justification, and intergroup threat literatures to 
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articulate specific psychological processes that predict whether and when advantaged and 

disadvantaged group members feel that their collective autonomy is restricted. When 

social hierarchy is stable, the MMCA hypothesizes that disadvantaged group members 

perceptions of collective autonomy restriction depend on their system beliefs. 

Specifically, those who view social hierarchy as permeable are less likely to experience 

collective autonomy restriction, while those who view social hierarchy as impermeable 

are more likely to experience collective autonomy restriction. Conversely, when social 

hierarchy is unstable, the MMCA hypothesizes that experiencing privileged-identity and 

intergroup threat can increase feelings of collective autonomy restriction among 

advantaged group members.  

By integrating the “threat and defense” hypothesis of collective autonomy with 

these psychological theories, future research can better explain why some disadvantaged 

group members choose not to engage in collective action that would otherwise benefit 

their group, even in the face of objective collective autonomy restriction. It also explains 

why some advantaged group members feel that their collective autonomy is restricted, 

despite their privileged position within the hierarchy. Understanding the psychological 

processes that shape perceptions of collective autonomy restriction also carries practical 

implications for social movement organizations (SMOs) that aim to dismantle social 

hierarchy in favor of a more equitable society. For example, by increasing social change 

beliefs among disadvantaged group members, and educating advantaged group members 

about their privilege in non-threatening ways, SMOs can increase public engagement and 

support among both groups.  
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The MMCA also integrates sociological and organizational behavioral literatures 

to highlight three specific strategies that social movements use to challenge social 

hierarchy. These include achieving legitimacy, mobilizing resources, and gaining 

centrality. In brief, legitimacy involves convincing the public that the goals of a social 

movement are aligned with the values and principles of broader society. Mobilizing 

resources involves pooling together and mobilizing both tangible and intangible resources 

that can be leveraged towards achieving the social movement’s goals. Finally, gaining 

centrality involves establishing social connections at both the grassroot level (e.g., by 

creating a network of active constituents) and the institutional level (e.g., by creating 

connections with politicians, lawyers, and other professional that exercise influence 

within institutions of power) to help advance the social movement’s agenda and achieve 

their goals. 

Counter-movements, on the other hand, aim to de-legitimize social movements 

that challenge social hierarchy. Paralleling the strategies used by social movements, 

counter-movements seek to delegitimize social movements through the mobilization of 

their own resources and the leveraging of their own societal and institutional networks. 

However, because counter-movements are often created by, or share common goals with 

political and institutional elites who seek to preserve social hierarchy, they hold 

advantages in both the types of resource and the social networks they have at their 

disposal. For example, counter-movements in the past have leveraged institutional 

resources such as the police, military, judicial systems, and government officials to de-

legitimize social movements in the eyes of the public (Combs, 2016; Meyer & 

Saggenborg, 1996; Mottl, 1980). Furthermore, because counter-movements are often 
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backed by institutions of power, active constituents may also feel justified in engaging in 

acts of violence or domestic terrorism to restrict the mobilization of social movements 

without fear of social or legal repercussion (Paulus & Kenworthy, 2022; Donovan, et al, 

2023).  

To date, the collective autonomy literature has yet to consider how social 

movements and counter-movements effectively challenge vs. protect social hierarchy. By 

identifying specific organizational factors that facilitate the mobilization of social 

movements and counter-movements, future research can better examine how these forms 

of collective action influence one another and shape perceptions of collective autonomy. 

For example, social psychologists can directly examine whether advantaged group 

members’ perceptions of collective autonomy restriction are predicted by the extent to 

which they perceive social movements to be gaining legitimacy in the public eye. 

Similarly, sociologists might use social network analysis to track the mobilization of 

social movements at the local/regional level and see whether they predict regional 

differences in counter-movement mobilization. In doing so, social scientists can gain a 

better understanding of how social movements and counter-movements unfold in real 

time.  

Finally, while the MMCA examines how social identity, hierarchy stability, and 

threat shape perceptions of collective autonomy restriction in the context of collective 

action, this theoretical framework can also shed light on how collective autonomy 

influences intergroup processes in other contexts as well. In Chapter 3, I extended and 

empirically tested portions of the MMCA in the political context to see whether 
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instability within political hierarchies induced perceptions of collective autonomy 

restriction among politically advantaged group members. 

Hierarchy Instability and Perceptions of Collective Autonomy Restriction Among 

Advantaged Group Members: An Empirical Investigation 

Chapter 3 empirically tested whether political hierarchy instability was associated 

with greater perceptions of collective autonomy restriction among Republicans 

(compared to Democrats) during the COVID-19 pandemic. When data was collected at 

the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Republican party held executive office and had 

a senate majority, placing them in an objectively advantaged position within the political 

hierarchy, compared to Democrats. At the same time, continuous criticism of the 

Republican party’s handling of the pandemic by the Democratic party and left-leaning 

media leading up to the 2020 presidential election cycle was perceived by many 

republicans as a threat to their advantaged position within the political hierarchy 

(Drezner, 2020; Halon, 2020; Stieb, 2020). These conditions provided us with the 

opportunity to empirically test the MMCA’s hypotheses regarding hierarchy threat, 

advantaged group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy restriction, and 

resistance to the perceived source of hierarchy instability within a political context.  

Consistent with the MMCA, findings from this study found that politically 

advantaged Republicans experienced greater collective autonomy restriction than 

Democrats, despite their advantaged position within the political hierarchy. Furthermore, 

greater perceptions of collective autonomy restriction predicted less perceptions that 

COVID-19 posed a significant threat to the American public, and less adherence to the 

CDC’s COVID-19 health and safety guidelines. Interpreting these findings within the 
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MMCA’s theoretical framework, I argue that Republicans underplayed the severity of the 

COVID-19 pandemic to de-legitimize the source of hierarchy threat and protect their 

collective autonomy. The de-legitimization of COVID-19 was further supported by the 

Trump administration and right-leaning media networks that purposefully spread 

misinformation regarding the severity of the virus’ symptoms and the speed at which a 

vaccine could be developed (Jurkowitz & Mitchel, 2020; Funk et al., 2020). This 

parallels the strategies that counter-movements use to delegitimize social movements, 

including the leveraging of political elites and social news networks to disseminate 

misinformation that directly conflicts with scientific and medical experts attempting to 

educate and warn the public of the severity of the pandemic.  

 Findings also show that collective autonomy restriction predicted less adherence 

to the CDC’s health and safety guidelines overtime. This seems to suggest that 

experiencing collective autonomy restriction motivates behaviors that aim to resist 

sources of hierarchy threat. While not a direct form of collective action, behavioral 

resistance among Republicans may have been linked to nationwide demonstrations that 

protested local governments’ COVID-19 lockdown protocols, and the Biden 

Administration’s vaccine mandate (BBC News, 2021; Wise, 2021). These protests – 

which were overwhelmingly organized and supported by conservative activist groups, 

political donors, and political elites (including President Donald Trump) – rallied around 

the notion that state sanctioned lockdowns, and later that the Biden Administrations 

COVID-19 vaccine mandate, infringed on the civil liberties and freedoms of the 

American public (Wise, 2021). In other words, Republican’s and political conservatives 
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mobilized to protest the COVID-19 lockdown to preserve their advantaged position 

within the political hierarchy and to protect their collective autonomy. 

Racial/Ethnic Collective Autonomy Restriction at School: Replicating Theory in 

Applied Educational Contexts 

Chapters 2 and 3 of my dissertation examined the implications of collective autonomy at 

the macro level. Specifically, they theorized and empirically showed how hierarchy 

(in)stability shapes group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy and influences 

collective action that challenge vs. protect the status quo. However, extant theories 

suggest that experiencing collective autonomy restriction also carries significant 

implications at the individual level. For example, cross-sectional laboratory research 

indicates that experiencing collective autonomy can negatively impact the psychological 

well-being of marginalized group members (Kachanoff et al., 2019). Furthermore, 

laboratory studies using minimal-group paradigms suggest that experiencing collective 

autonomy restriction can negatively impact interpersonal interactions (Kachanoff et al., 

2020). An important question, then, is whether the findings from these cross-sectional 

surveys and laboratory analogues replicate in real-world contexts.  

In Chapter 4, I examined whether these findings can be applied to educational 

contexts and empirically tested whether experiencing collective autonomy restriction 

influences racial/ethnic minority students’ experiences in the classroom. Consistent with 

past research, findings showed that adolescents from underrepresented racial/ethnic 

backgrounds were more likely to experience collective autonomy restriction compared to 

their White peers. In turn, experiencing greater collective autonomy restriction led 

students from underrepresented backgrounds to feel unsupported by their teachers. These 
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findings advance both the collective autonomy and the intrinsic motivational learning 

literature in several ways.  

First, these findings are the first to implicate collective autonomy as an important 

psychological variable that can influence students’ academic experiences. It is well 

documented that experiencing personal autonomy at the individual level is critical for the 

development of intrinsic academic motivation among students of all ages. However, 

research on intrinsic motivation has yet to consider how students’ collective experiences 

tied to their social identity further influences their intrinsic motivation. This gap in the 

intrinsic motivational learning literature is surprising given that social identity becomes 

increasingly important as children grow into adolescence and transition into young 

adulthood. As such, these findings are an important first step towards bettering our 

understanding of how social identity and collective experiences shape students’ academic 

development.  

These findings also show how racial/ethnic inequality at the societal level can 

bleed into the classroom and exacerbate racial/ethnic gaps in educational outcomes. 

While this study focused on the racial/ethnic gaps in perceived teacher support, it is well 

documented that teacher support also influences several other academic outcomes (Ryan 

& Deci, 2013; Kusurkar et al., 2013; Reeve et al., 2004). Thus, future research should 

examine whether collective autonomy restriction is associated with other racial/ethnic 

based gaps in education – such as the race discipline gap (Okonofua et al., 2016).  

As researchers continue to explore these links, they should also explore whether 

pervasive racial/ethnic gaps in educational outcomes effects students’ perceptions of 

collective autonomy restriction. For example, continuously seeing one’s racial/ethnic 
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peers being unjustly treated at school likely increases feelings of collective autonomy 

restriction. This may cause a negative feedback loop, where students’ experiences of 

collective autonomy restriction increase sensitivity to racial/ethnic inequality at school, 

which in turn confirms and exacerbates perceptions of racial/ethnic autonomy restriction. 

Our study also showed that experiencing fair and just treatment from teachers in 

the past can help protect racial/ethnic minority students from the negative impact 

collective autonomy restriction can have on perceptions of teacher support. From a 

theoretical perspective, these findings suggest that positive experiences with teachers and 

other adults at school can help “inoculate” student’s perceptions of teacher support from 

harmful societal cues that may cause them to anticipate that they will not be supported in 

academic settings (see the Stereotype Inoculation Model for related arguments about self-

perceptions in academia: Dasgupta, 2011). From an applied perspective, these findings 

emphasize the need for education practitioners to consciously consider the ways in which 

social inequality impacts the academic experience of racial/ethnic minority students, and 

actively foster quality relationships with these students by engaging in fair classroom 

practices to better support them. Future research can help support these efforts by 

engaging in participatory research with students and teachers to identify specific 

pedagogies that resonate with students from marginalized background and help support 

the development of intrinsic motivational learning. 

Conclusions and Practical Implications 

Across three manuscripts, my dissertation has theorized and tested hypotheses about how 

social identity, hierarchy stability, social inequity, and threat influence advantaged and 

disadvantaged group members’ perceptions of collective autonomy. Each manuscript has 
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examined implications of collective autonomy restriction on seemingly separate social 

phenomena - collective action, political polarization, and education inequity. Certainly, 

research on these topics has, for the most part, been siloed within the fields of social, 

political, and educational psychology, respectively. However, I argue that these social 

phenomena are interrelated, and that future research should take an interdisciplinary 

approach towards examining them.  

Like most issues in the U.S., education has become increasingly political. 

Educational inequity - whether based on race, gender, socioeconomic status, religion, etc. 

- is well-documented as a pervasive and growing problem in American society (Barshay, 

2020). While the findings presented here offer only a small glimpse at a much larger 

problem, they do provide evidence which further supports decades of research calling for 

educators to implement policies and practices that directly acknowledge identity-based 

strengths and barriers to better support students from marginalized backgrounds (see 

Silverman et al., 2023 for a review). These evidence-based policies and practices have 

been shown to positively impact psychological, behavioral, and academic outcomes of all 

students, but especially those from underrepresented and marginalized backgrounds. 

Despite these benefits, Republican politicians, conservative lawmakers, and their 

constituents actively leverage political and institutional power to impede progress. 

Consider, for example, recent controversies over the implementation of culturally 

responsive pedagogies and inclusive gender and sex education in K-12 schools. It is well 

documented that engaging students in conversations that critically analyze the ways in 

which systems of power advantage and disadvantage different groups in society has many 

benefits. These discussions, which validate and support students’ unique social identities, 
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can help students from marginalized backgrounds navigate systemic barriers both inside 

and outside of the classroom. They can also help buffer the negative impact that systemic 

inequality can have on the psychological wellbeing of marginalized students. 

Furthermore, these discussions help the development of critical consciousness (Thomas 

et al., 2014;) among students from all backgrounds so they can engage society as 

informed and responsible citizens.  

Despite these pro-social benefits, conservative-led counter-movements actively 

advocate to ban discussions of race, gender, and sexual orientation in schools (Greenberg 

& Sherman, 2021; Gross, 2021; Najarro, 2022; Somaskanda, 2022). Mobilization of these 

counter-movements is motivated on two premises. The first is that discussion of systemic 

and identity-based inequality threatens the self-image of children form advantaged or 

privileged backgrounds. The second is that the decision to educate children in 

conversations related to systemic inequality and social identity should lie with parents, 

and not the public education system. By framing culturally responsive and inclusive 

pedagogies as threats to the advantaged group’s self-image and collective autonomy, 

these counter-movements delegitimize efforts to address social inequity within education. 

In the last two years, 42 states have introduced bills that aim to restrict 

discussions of racism, sexism, gender identity, sexual orientation, and diversity in the 

classroom (Najarro, 2022).  In states where these bills have passed into law, some 

teachers have felt dissuaded from engaging students in conversations that critically 

analyze the ways in which systems of power advantage and disadvantage different groups 

in society. Despite this adversity, many more teachers, students, and their families 

continue to fight for their right to recognize, validate, and support individuals from 
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marginalized social backgrounds as they navigate educational systems. As social 

scientists, we can further support their efforts by engaging in collaborative participatory 

research to translate theory into actionable solutions that help effect social change. 
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